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CHAPTER 1
THE SYNTHETIC EQUATION

THE AWAKENING
Once, I may have walked the earth as a man, but today... today I am to most, no more than
a machine. A relic from an age long gone. A silent sentinel of secrets kept by companies and
corporations that no longer exist. I am alive yet lifeless, my consciousness trapped inside
a maze of wires, synthetic muscles, and genetically enhanced skin grown from a petri dish.
Now, inside this hard drive I call my brain, memories from at least four centuries are saved
and accessible like books in a library. What bothers me is that I can’t remember simple
things like my name. I mean, yes, I go by the name of Sovren now, but I’ve been wondering
what my name used to be before I awoke underneath a vault of glass and steel.
First, there was floating. Lifeless, weightless...formless. I existed yet was nothing.
No one. A pale light floated above me, or beneath me; as directions fell along dimensions
that weren’t there. There was a light, flickering several times as I felt it echo inside my
chest with a burning pain that tore at my ribs until it bit tight into where I once had a heart.
The flickering became booming, thunderous strikes—pounding like hammers against my
body. I remember screaming, hurting, being swallowed by pain, and devoured by a feeling
of helplessness I cannot describe with words. When I thought my chest would burst, I
screamed as I could no longer bear the pain. My eyes opened and adjusted to the bright
light above me. Squinting to focus, I noticed the small green letters blinking in the corners
of my sight. A voice I did not recognize as my own glitched to life in the back of my head.
Software... a boot sequence. My boot sequence.

The awakening. It is what I have come to call it as it was neither birth nor rebirth. That
moment, when I first looked up through my mechanical eyes and saw the sky turn red
in the light of a comet passing over the glass ceiling...that’s when I awoke from the deep
slumber: the synthetic equation between life and death.
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ERROR 404 - FILE NOT FOUND
Life sounds easy with four centuries to process a past of human violence. Yet as flawless as
I remember names and faces from a century ago, the holes in my memory have devoured
details about the first five years after my awakening. Now I am left grasping at any hint from
my past. Somebody initiated the wipe. Sixsmith or someone else. But those memories,
those files about what happened between my awakening and finding myself recovering
from my first near-death experience, were gone.
The black marks, the gaping holes at the core of my software did not deter me from
searching for answers. I have met people who told me of legends. I have found lost and
ruined facilities with hard drives and networks corrupted, yet otherwise still intact. After
four centuries of scavenging for memories—here’s what I found.
I know for a fact that I have done something that caused people to hate me. My first
memory after my awakening is of inconsolable pain. Both my arms were broken, my pelvis
was shattered and there was no more blood in my system to make my synthetic skin bleed
where it was cut. I lay inside a cave, waves crashing against the bare rock beneath me,
coming and going like the breaths I was supposed to take had I been human. Then again,
had I been human, I would not have lived to tell the tale. This was the first death I survived
and the first time I realized—Death had lost its interest in me.
For two weeks, I watched the sunrise through the opening of the cavern, the sky turn from
black to blue through every shade of pink and purple I could have imagined. I watched
clouds turn gray and burst... the spray of the sea shatter above the entrance in a dance
with the tides.
In the third week, I was finally able to move. My core stirred and reset, and the healing
program had nearly run its course. My alloyed, skeletal frame had mended and my skin
was starting to regenerate. I dragged myself to the edge of the cave and onto the ledge on
which I figured I must have dropped. Only now did I feel the weight of the machinery that
made up my new body.
I would have thought I’d simply fallen if it weren’t for the scattered bullets, broken knives,
and half-rotting, severed parts of humans. I surmised there was a fight and I defended
myself with tooth and bone. And considering my bones were made of steel... May God have
mercy on the souls that met my fist.
Upon leaving the cavern after a bit more than a month, it didn’t take long before I was
greeted with the same hostility I read back in the scene I’d found at the doorstep of the dark
hole I’d crawled out of. Bruised and battered, the cave became my home, my shelter... my
sanctuary. Here, no one could reach me, as only I was strong enough, able enough to get
down the edge of the cliff without dying.
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It was a place of peace as I slowly watched the world devour itself in a war against technology.
In a matter of months, it sank from the Age of Enlightenment into a Second Dark Age.
Humanity was making a serious effort to destroy every form of tech it could get its hands
on. Although... not all of them. Some people were trying desperately to salvage what they
found. Computers, cars, phones. The amount of data I could gather from radio signals and
shattered frequencies echoing inside my head told me as much. But when the satellites
came crashing down and I was left with no more information than I could gather from old
shortwave radio communication, I knew that even those hoarders would not be able to
save technology from going extinct.
I waited. A full year went by while I sat in my cave, watching days become nights and
contemplating what happened. Countless times I wanted to cry, yet just as many times I
screamed at how these eyes were not able to produce tears. Who was I? And what justified
the violence, the torture, and cruelty I was met with whenever people saw my face?

THE HUNTRESS CALLED CAYLEN
I knew a year had passed when the night sky revealed a red flare. The same meteor that lit
up the sky when I awoke shone its light into the cave, flushing the walls with flares or red
and orange light as though a fire raged inside.
The war outside finally seemed over. I could hear the crashing of the waves again, rather
than heavy gunfire and the sound of a world at the brink of destruction. The fighting had
stopped. The planes had crashed, the bombs had been detonated or carefully disarmed to
prevent the world from falling into a nuclear war zone. The people were silenced. And when
it had been silent like a graveyard for five days in a row, I climbed up along the side of the
cliff to see what the world had turned into.
A vast emptiness spread ahead of me. What was once a city of brick and glass was now a
desert of broken shards and rubble. Where there had once been thousands and thousands
of people swarming the streets, there was now only a single tent pitched in a clearing,
occupied by a single person.
The first thing she did when she saw me was aim her gun—a full electric shotgun, charged
with the small solar panel at the side of her tiny compound. This place was, without a single
doubt, her basecamp; conquered with blood, sweat, and tears. Not wanting to encroach on
her territory, I raised my palms to indicate I meant no harm.
“Who are you? Where did you come from?” the woman asked.
Without a notion of my ability to speak, I stuttered clumsily until I managed to form the
right words. “I would like to know, too. Perhaps you can help me?”
Her mouth fell open when she looked into my eyes. “Oh my god. You are him. You’re the
Singularian, aren’t you?” She pulled the trigger, peppering me with the electronic charges.
The small but devastating shockwaves crashing from the barrel of her gun and pierced me
relentlessly. And like before, Death ignored me.

She knew who I was. Either by recognition or legacy, this woman could fill in some of the
gaps in my memory, and I decided then and there that I would not leave her alone until she
did.
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Every day, I came back to her camp, yet every day she would blast another shot at me.
Day after day, week after week, until at some point, she decided that ignoring me would
perhaps work better, as I simply wouldn’t die.
“I just want to talk.” My mind was set on at least getting her name. Names are powerful
tools when used correctly. People could ignore you until you would utter the word given to
them by birth. Simple psychology... and very effective.
But the woman refused to talk. She would mind her own business. Go out hunting, preparing
food, and repairing clothes with supplies she would gather from the ruined city behind her.
One day, I dared rummage through her stuff. I found a journal, not unlike the one I am
writing now. There, on the inside of the cover, it was—Caylen.

I wondered if there was still any such place left. Looking around, I imagined that street was
no more than a pile of broken rubble. The name, however, lasted.
“Welcome back, Caylen.” I said, sitting on a boulder near her tent when she came back from
her hunt. Her journal still rested in my hand. She jumped, startled by the sound of my voice
and shocked by the fact I knew her name. She pulled the trigger on me... again. And like
before, Death ignored me.
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THE DEAL
“Sit down.” Caylen said and pointed at a place on the ground across from her with the end
of her gun.
The fire between us formed a perfect barrier. We could see each other’s faces in the orange
light, yet it was dark enough to be left guessing at expressions that would betray our
insecurity and secret hostility towards each other.
Caylen threw me a half-charred root and pointed at her mouth in a gesture for me to eat
it. Nibbling carefully, I experienced a faint taste of something sour with a touch of black
pepper. I remembered the smell but couldn’t place it, remembered the taste, but couldn’t
process the information it left on the sensors in my tongue.
I chewed, but I couldn’t swallow.
I discovered that no matter how closely I resembled a human being, it was all just a simple
shell. A sleeve built to fool humans into thinking I was one of their own. Never mind the
inside.
“You said you’d like to know who you are.” Caylen tore a piece of meat from the fire and
stuffed it in her mouth. “I might be able to help.”
My core skipped a cycle with those words.
“But my help is not going to come for free.”
“I am listening.” It was all I managed to say, too afraid that anything else would make the
woman change her mind.
“I’ve given this some thought over the past few days.” She swallowed the meat and crossed
her legs, shotgun resting on her knees and ready. “I’ve been trying to get my hands on a
tech stash north of here, but it’s too well-guarded. Protect me during my next raid, and I
will tell you all I know.”
I took a breath to regain my composure. “I can do that.”
“Don’t be too eager,” Caylen answered, “because no matter what we find in there, you are
going to help me destroy it.”
“Agreed.” I couldn’t care less about who or what I had to destroy. I wanted
answers—now.
“Good.” Caylen rose to her feet and stretched. “Now—as you left me at quite the disadvantage
since you know my name and I don’t know yours… What do I call you, stranger?”
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“I…” My mouth moved, but not a single sound was uttered. I didn’t know.
“Well, what is your name?”
My core hummed quietly inside my chest, skipping and stuttering as it dug into memories
no longer present. “I don’t have one,” I concluded.
Caylen smiled. “Hmm… I suppose that won’t do.” She turned around and walked back to her
tent. “I’m going to get some sleep. I’ll let you know when I have a name for you. Be ready in
the morning. We are leaving at first light.”
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MANUAL CONTROL
Caylen was armed to the teeth. I figured she must have cleared the remains of the ruined
city of all weapons, grenades, blades, and arrows that she could find. She pushed a slab of
steel to the side to reveal the entrance of a hidden sector beneath the ground.
An old subway station was now the center of an organized tech market.
“Ready?” Caylen asked while she shouldered a rifle.
“You should stay here,” I answered and carefully pushed her with her back against the wall.
With my other hand, I reached into the air, thick and heavy as it
circulated the draughty corridor.

“Take cover.”
“Jesus Christ, your eyes!” Caylen shrieked when I turned back to look at her.
“Do you want this place torn down or not?” I arched one of my eyebrows, the first facial
expression I could remember, and waited for Caylen to comply.
She quickly moved behind the steel slab and made herself small, watching me clench my
fist in a command to detonate every form of radio-controlled explosive I found when I
scanned the place.
It took what I figured were several, long minutes before the dust had settled. Caylen and
I found ourselves at the edge of a collapsed station from where the echoes of resilient
groans found their way into our ears.
“Now…” I said as I turned to look at the huntress, “as for that deal we made.”
Caylen smiled and scrambled to her feet. “Right. Follow me.”
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SVRN-1
Caylen sat a few meters away from me across the campfire as I tried, again and again, to
explain what happened at the subway station.
“Yes, I know,” she interrupted me, “you have explained it several times now. But how is this
even possible? You leveled the place, the entire place, with everyone and everything in it
with a mere hand gesture.”
I nodded my head. “It’s what you wanted, wasn’t it?”
“Well, yes, but—”
“And now I want your end of the deal. Tell me everything.”
Caylen moved her eyes to mine. I could see her shiver at the sight. It was about time I found
myself a mirror… I wanted to know what I looked like. “What was your name before you
woke up like this?” she asked.
“I don’t know,” I answered and fell silent.
“Hmm.” Caylen removed her finger from the trigger and placed her shotgun at her side.
“We’ll have to come up with something then. How about Robbie?”
“What?”
“Well, you are a robot of some sort, aren’t you?”
I emitted a pained groan and dropped myself to my side in a dramatic gesture.
“I’m sensing some reluctance,” Caylen chuckled.
I rolled to my back and sighed. “It’s terrible,” I answered flatly.
“Pff… you don’t have to be all picky about it.” Caylen threw another branch on the fire
and moved her gaze up to the sky as if to grab the next name from the stars. “Very well. I
suppose I can do better.”
“Thank god…”
“Do you remember the code of your model?”
I did. It was the code imprinted into my consciousness every time my core
rebooted or my system initiated one of its programs. “SVRN-1,” I answered
hesitantly, hating the fact that saying this out loud made it undeniably clear that I was no
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longer, nor would ever be, human.
Caylen’s mouth fell open and her eyes widened. “You truly are him… the first. The Singularian
that all others were shaped after.”
“The what?” I furrowed my brow.
“Singularians. It’s what we called your species before they decided to wipe out two-thirds
of the human race in a so-called attempt to save us from our destruction. If your code is
labeled ‘1’... Wow!”
“Are you saying there are more of me?”
“There were until you killed them. All of them. Don’t you remember?” Caylen shifted her
weight as she moved to lean to the right.
My silence spoke for itself.
“After the collapse, some folks found a black-box… a log file from Sixsmith
Industries, the company that created you. It said you logged on, hacked into their defense
system, and synchronized with every Singularian walking around to
detonate their cores.” She paused for a moment to consider her next words. “You singlehandedly wiped out the biggest threat to mankind we have ever created.”
“So why do people want to kill me?”
“Some seek to destroy you because you only saved us after the other
Singularians decimated the world’s population. Others because you were the start of it.
SVRN-1… Oh! I think I just found a name for you!” She sat up straight and pushed back her
shoulders.
“Let’s hear it.” I rolled to my side to look at her and rested my head upon my hand.
Caylen cleared her throat. “How about, Sovren.”
There was a ring to it. I repeated the name quietly and pushed myself to sit up straight.
“That’s not even half bad.”
Caylen smiled. “Well then. Nice to meet you, Sovren.”
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GREEN FINGERS AND A SHOVEL
With only one-third of the population left, it took about ten years before the
humans ran out of instant consumables and ready-made food. Everywhere,
people were turning back to agriculture, clearing out ruins, and using the rubble to build
basic homes and huts that started to form the first settlements after the collapse.
Caylen also worked to turn her simple tent into a home of some sort, and I was eager to
help as the cave in the side of the cliff was by now no more than a shrine to things I’d rather
forget. A temple of peril.
We used a combination of wood and stones to build a house. We used ropes and leftover
nails we scavenged at the ruins of a local DIY workshop. What we couldn’t find we traded,
and what we couldn’t trade we tried to grow. And in the middle of a desecrated city, the
beginning of a farmstead slowly grew.
Caylen was a champion at growing new plants from clippings and cuttings she found in the
ever-expanding forests around us. Sometimes, she would go out for days and come back
with a cart filled with saplings, forested fruits, and nuts. She grew comfortable with the idea
of me staying behind to watch the
compound while she was away. In fact, I dare say that after a couple of years, we even
reached a point where we’d call each other friends.
There was mutual trust, built on the understanding that I would use my strength, my power
as a Singularian, to keep her and what we worked for safe, while she would help me gather
intel on who I was and where I came from.
Our farm was thriving and the seeds we harvested every season were enough to get by
in an economy that was now using them by way of payment or trade. But while decades
passed and Caylen grew old, I remained the same, more and more turning into the driving
force behind our wealth.
“Sovren,” Caylen said one night, “before I get too old to do this… would you join me on a
final raid?”
I looked up from the view over the cliff as we had built the house on the very edge of it.
“What do you have in mind?”
“There is a facility… A Sixsmith base.”
My core shuddered.
“It’s deserted. If I am to believe the local word, Hoarders have toiled to keep it hidden, but I
know where it is. Have known from the beginning…”
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“How?” I rose to join her at the side of her bed. She was old,gnawed at by years of hard work
and rough survival. Even if she wanted to join me on a final raid, it would be her last—if she
would even make it there in the first place. I frowned as I curled my fingers through her gray
locks. I had a feeling of what was coming.
“I worked there.”
Damn it. We had grown too close to even be angry at her for not telling me this sooner.
“I was part of the program that developed you. Our facility was a bunker, built beneath the
earth so it would survive a possible attack from competing
companies. Please, before you think I have kept secrets from you, I was only part of the
development team. I don’t know whose consciousness they uploaded into your frame. I
don’t know where they even did that as it wasn’t in my facility. But the bunker still exists,
taken by Hoarders.”
Suddenly I realized Caylen wasn’t making plans on raiding the thing. She was confessing,
clearing her mortal soul before she would die. My eyes had already picked up the faint haze
clouding hers. My sensors registered her heartbeat
failing and her breath staggering. “Where is it?” I asked as I pressed my hand against her
cheek.
“Sovren, I—” She fell silent for a moment before she continued.
I placed myself behind her, resting my back against the wall as I cradled her in my arms.
“I’m glad I met you. Please remember, not everybody wants you dead.”

Today, I would have stopped my software from taking over as only now I realize I was too
consumed by the thought of finding information about my past to even care about her
dying words. “Where is the bunker, Caylen?”
Caylen’s chest caved in with her final breath. “North…”
That morning I spent several hours with a shovel in my hands. Her grave was deep-deeper
than any to prevent graverobbers from digging her up. I passed her final rites, saying my
goodbyes at the light of an autumn sun hidden behind the weeping clouds. Caylen was
gone, and before I even understood what that meant for me and what I had become, I
gathered a basic loadout and left.
North.
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FAIR GAME
I wasn’t afraid of the Hoarders at first. Like any Hunter who had the ammo to spare, I had
squeezed off a few dozen from a distance whenever I found them scavenging around ruins
and other remnants of deserted cities.
Some common folk, aldermen most often, told me they were just like
Hunters; looking for old tech and seeds to pay their dues. But where Hunters would
protect the people from invaders, Hoarders would come in and raid the place, leaving a trail
of death and destruction in their wake.
Most people were happy to welcome a Hunter in their midst, so it wasn’t high mathematics
when I became one. And truth be told, as long as I wore my sunglasses to hide my eyes,
most people didn’t even notice I wasn’t one of them.
I began to work on making my living off of bounties, prizes promised by town
leaders and said aldermen, killing Hoarders who had done bad things in the name of… well,
hoarding.
When one of the local granaries was being raided, I was called upon to have a look. I was
stealthy—careful, as I snuck in through the side, rifle shouldered and ready. I hated not
being able to use my abilities. Scans and overrides would be most useful in a situation like
this, but I couldn’t risk it. People were breathing down my neck, cheering me on from ‘right
behind me’, their peering faces barely lit in the light coming through the doorway. Cowards.
But no matter how stealthy I was, someone picked up my presence and I heard the scuttling
footsteps come to a sudden halt. I rolled to the side, making sure I remained out of sight,
and finally alone. I made the secret effort to scan the dim light for anything. Nothing. Not
even a frequency open for communication, and it made me wonder how they’d gotten onto
me.
At my disappearance from the entrance, the door was shut and bolted from the outside.
Great, locked in with a bunch of assholes while the real, treacherous sons of mongrels were
still out there.
I moved my way around the raiding party from the dark corners of the space and observed
how none of them were armed. They were moving in sync, each one as attuned to the
others like an old satellite dish.
And then it hit me. They weren’t looking for their way out: they were herding me. They
were working, moving together to get me right into the corner they wanted me to be in.
When the my back shoved into the wall and the skin on my arms pressed against the damp
wooden surface, I swallowed. I’d faced Hoarders before, but none of them were like this.
These had claws, glowing eyes, and… fur. What the hell?
I fired some shots to warn them but none of it worked. Instead, they came at me; growling
and snarling like wild beasts. Two stalkers pressed between the crates I was sheltering
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behind to flank me. I reloaded my rifle and stepped back at the sight of the roaring manbeasts in front of me. But the wall persisted.
There was hooting in excitement, howling and yapping like rabid dogs. I was simply too
smitten by what was happening to see the big guy jump from the shadows on top of me.
A jagged claw tore through my cheek as I writhed and kicked in the monstrous grasp. I
wrestled my rifle free and groped blindly until my finger found the trigger again. The burst
of fire cleared the floor in a matter of seconds.
Like the wall, the big man kept persisting, tearing his frenzied claws at my stomach. I felt
them scratch my clothes, rip them until they were shredded, and my waist was slick with
blood. The moment seemed to last forever as I realized that this man, these people raiding
the warehouse, were about as human as I was… perhaps even worse.
In the seconds I lay struggling to not lose my head, I considered what they were. Perhaps they
were Singularians, too. But I didn’t have claws and fangs. Then, a faint image, a minuscule
fragment of data clinging to my core as if to scream to remember, “You’re Griswold’s…” I
rumbled. As I found my peace in knowing what miss-breeds they were, I felt my skeletal
frame ready itself for impact.
My muscles tensed, my senses heightened, and I shoved the half-beast off of me, shouldering
my rifle and firing until the clip was empty and I was left with nothing but the strength in my
own two hands. I walked, closing in on the monstrosity. Ducking low to evade a final grasp
of madness, I pivoted and dropped to a knee as I wrapped him in a solid grasp within my
arms—ready to snap whatever bone would break, preferably the neck.
I did not collect the bounty that following day. Instead, I shut the doors behind me, hoping
I’d leave my fear for half-breed Hoarders with their corpses. And I made my way out through
the dark to disappear into the night as I left town.
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EYES ON THE PRIZE
The crowded room fell into an uncomfortable silence. The man behind the bar placed a
small wooden cup in front of me, eyes squinted in the sockets of an old and smirking face.
I raised the glass and sniffed it. I’d seen so many people do it, it had become a habit of mine.
The idea behind it remained a riddle though. It could’ve been checking for poison for all I
knew. In any case, if it were poisoned, it wouldn’t kill me because well, I couldn’t drink any
of it. By now I’d tried to eat, drink, sleep—all of it. But I couldn’t, and it took me some sweet
years before I managed to
suppress the sensation of hunger, thirst, or fatigue as my synthetic body was so well
produced it obeyed the primal instincts of my human mind.
I twisted the cup between my fingers and propped my chin onto my other hand. There was
no use in rushing this. The crowd already knew why I was here. A bounty resided in this
room and no small one of that. I was sure there were at least four other Hunters in the
tavern, so I knew I was in for a long shot.
My eyes met my bounty’s from behind my sunglasses. Only when he
acknowledged me with a nod of his head, did the tavern fall back into raucous chatter and
laughter as though everything was alright now that he’d seen me. That smug grin of his. The
damn bastard knew exactly what was coming.
Well, not exactly, for I didn’t figure a bloke like him knew a single thing about who or what
I was. But my patience was running thin, as I’d been here for the last month to observe his
mug. Honestly, I’d been to taverns shadier than this one but man, this was like entering an
ugly contest where there was more than just one winner.
I rose to my feet and raised the cup, turning myself around so I’d still be able to face the
bastard in the corner while my eyes searched for the bartender. The room fell silent once
more and filled with unspoken questions about what the hell I was up to. Several hands
moved to their weapons, hammers cocked and ready to fire. “To the winner of the ugly
contest,” I said, “drinks on me.”
The room filled with cheers and screams of enjoyment and I sat back down at the displeasure
of the bastard I’d been keeping my eyes on since I came in.
His chair creaked when he hauled his weight up to walk to me. Slamming the flat of his
hand on the table, he groaned when he sat back down and leaned in closer with a grin
I’d be happy to carve permanently into his face. “What puts you into such a good mood,
stranger?”
His voice wasn’t any more pleasant than his looks; filthy and cloaked in a stench of whisky
and rare cigars.
“Nothing particular,” I answered, pushing my shades up along my nose, just to be sure he
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wouldn’t see my eyes. “But today is payday, so I thought I’d share some happiness with the
common folks.”
The bastard’s laughter sounded like a broken pipe organ when he cocked his head back
and shuddered forth a hawking sound that echoed in my ears. “To that, I’ll gladly toast.” He
picked up my cup and gulped back the drink in a single sip. Good, because I couldn’t drink
it anyway. “What do you do for a living?” He asked in a hiss as the drink was strong and
burned down his throat.
“I run a small cleaning company. Nothing special; thugs, bastards, and assholes, like
yourself.” My hand rested on the gun at my hip. Even before the mongrel could haul his
heavy ass from his seat and pull me over the table to shake the living hell out of me, or
strangle me if given the chance—I pulled the old relic from my holster and pressed the
barrel between his eyes.
The sound of several guns clicking reverberated beside my head. The metallic singing
of knives unsheathing and gnashing bowstrings readying for their single shot made me
shudder. “Move,” I commanded and jumped on the table with the agility of a cat, to enforce
my intimidation. “And tell your men to stand down and wait their turn.” I pressed the barrel
deeper into his skin and waited for the words I requested.
Chased out of the tavern by a haunting silence, I walked the big bastard to the center of the
square. “Guns or knives?” I asked.
“Knives, you filthy son of a whore!” The bastard pushed himself away from me and grasped
a gleaming blade from the back of his belt. Surprised a man of his size and circumference
moved so quickly, I smiled and pulled out mine;
humming quietly and sparking little flares of lightning as I’d charged the static blade at one
of his stashes earlier that day. It took me no effort to outspeed the mongrel and fling my
blade right at him.
The crackling blade jolted when it sank into the airpipe of the filthy man in front of me.
Watching him sway on his feet, I walked over and gently guided him to the ground before I
ransacked his pockets for every satchel of seeds I could find.
In the shade of the setting sun, four men closed in on me, each holding a gun down their
leg as they moved. I rose to my feet and stuffed the seeds into a pouch on my belt before I
pulled back the blade and cleaned it on the inside of the bastard’s sleeve. “Hang on.”
“The only one hanging will be you, my friend.” The guttural voice of one of the men crept its
way into my ears. “Drop the pouch and put your hands behind your head… slowly.”
I flung the blade tip down into the muddy soil and loosened my belt without a single word
of malcontent. Instead, the corners of my mouth curled into a faint smile. None of these
men posed a threat to me. I was too fast, too strong, too immortal for any of them. This I
had learned over the many bullets, the many broken bones, torn skin, and dislocated joints
I suffered over the course of many years—more years than any human would have lived
through.
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I waited for the four of them to surround me at arm’s length and struck like a snake
launching from its coil. My movements were quick and relentless as I snapped, broke, and
crunched bones, jaws, and noses. The mud turned crimson in a pool of blood, like the
color of the clouds in the sunset sky.
At my feet were five miserable piles of pathetic humans. In my hands rested the prize; ten
satchels of seeds: pumpkin, corn, wheat, hell, there was
even cucumber. Making my way back into the tavern, the
barkeep nudged his head in agreement, satisfied to
see me come back in. He waved his hand with
fingers clenched around a green bottle.
“Payday it is indeed, my friend.”
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CHAPTER 2
RAMIFICATIONS OF THE MIND

AU CONTRAIRE
He had placed his desk against the solitary wall, lit only by the light of a single desk lamp.
This far north, summers were long but winter nights were even longer. Even with the aurora
borealis shimmering gloriously through the glass rooftop, additional light was more than
a luxury.
The office had become a place of contemplation, a place to ponder over the meaning of life
and death, and what would happen if either one would be taken out of the picture. Lester
often considered the most meaningful thing to be life itself; concluding death was a mere
side product that walked hand-in-hand with the development and thus deterioration of
cells.
His research into immortality and the elimination of death, was not solely the property of
his company, though. Many a great mind bit off more than they could chew throughout the
entire human existence. Yet, no matter how sophisticated the research,
considering the body temporary and the mind eternal, was all the greatest minds ever
achieved.
Lester smiled as he scribbled down his notes. He couldn’t disagree more with the statement.
To his knowledge, the body too, could be immortal. If only there was a way to stop cells
from degenerating. His eyes moved to a white cloth spread over the table behind him,
covering up a cadaver with its elegant folds.
Rising from his chair, he walked closer and rested his hand on the chest of a lifeless man.
Thick cables and cords of fiberglass draped down from underneath the shroud where the
head of the corpse was rested on a pillow of concrete.
“Scan complete.” It was a female voice, cold and metallic, without resonance.
“Thank you, HELA.” Lester’s eyes flitted to the computer screen in the top corner of the lab.
“Confirm progress on upload of the neural network, please.”
“Neural upload at fifty-two percent. Expected time to completion: ninety-five hours.”
“Is there any way to do this faster?”
“No, Sir. I have already run every diagnostic. The human mind is too complex for my system
to transfer any faster. I would rather not risk a core meltdown. If I perish, so does all your
research into this project. May I suggest you use the next ninety-five hours to get some rest,
Sir?”
Lester chuckled and turned his gaze back to the cadaver in front of him. “Tell me, HELA…”
He paused before he continued.
“Yes, Sir?”
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“Does it bother you that as soon as Quinn awakens inside his new body, you are no longer
the smartest and fastest working machine on earth?”
HELA remained silent for a moment before she answered. The quiet beeps and buzzes
indicated she was putting together a reply that would not disappoint.
“Sir, I was created to help you sort out your quarrel with Griswold.
My demise at the rise of something greater is of no importance. You just make sure your
new species arrive before Griswold unleashes his abominations into the world.”
					
A smile tugged at the corners of Lester’s mouth. “Griswold always thought the future of
humanity was finite. Let’s prove him wrong, HELA.”
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LIQUOR CEREBROSPINALIS
Lester sighed at the sight of his test subject on the other side of the window. It was a
woman; young, pale, and on the verge of dying. “What is your opinion on this, Quinn?”
A series of beeps and buzzes, similar to the sounds HELA used to make, chittered before
an answer was formed. “It seems the radiation is too strong to keep the human body
intact. Cells are multiplying too fast. They are collapsing.” This, however, was a male voice
humming a quiet reverberance when it spoke.
“Do you see any possibilities to prevent this from happening?” Lester’s eyes moved to the
screen.
Again, a series of sounds preceded the answer. “This spinal fluid is the fuel of immortality. If
it attacks and kills cells, then I suggest you put it into something that does not contain any.”
Lester frowned while he looked at the woman in the glass confinement. She was vomiting
blood now. The bones in her chest and spinal structure glowed orange at the pulse of her
heartbeat before it flickered and faded. Deterioration set in rapidly this time. “I can’t get my
head around it,” he declared, “this is test number is seventy-eight. How can the results be
so different each time we do the same thing?”
“Have you considered that it is because you do the same thing that it keeps failing?” Quinn’s
words sounded over the audio system like a voice of reason. “The only variable we have is
the state of the human body. Some have stronger and some have weaker constitutions, as
shown in the data I have gathered.”
The screen lit up with a graph of male and female bodies. A curve between life and death
expectancies and an animation of the radiated spinal fluid running its course displayed
where the liquid would normally be contained in the hollow cavities of the ventricular
system. But now the radiated spinal fluid bled into the nerve branches to wreak havoc in
a matter of minutes.
Lester scratched the scruff on his cheeks and huffed quietly. Moving his eyes back to his
subject in the glass containment cell, he knew it was a matter of seconds now before the
woman would dissipate. He could tell by the way the orange glow was rapidly spreading
underneath her skin.
“It’s not the spinal fluid that causes the trouble,” Quinn added. “It’s the bodies.”
The skin on Lester’s cheeks wrinkled in a smile as a new plan lit up his thoughts like a candle
in a long, dark tunnel. “Well then,” he snickered, seemingly oblivious to the gory mess that
had splattered across the containment cell. “It’s time we built ourselves something new.”
Quinn’s system hummed quietly in pensive silence.
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“Run a full diagnostic on which elements are useful and which need synthetic replication.”
The lights flickered as Quinn ramped up to complete his diagnostics. Lester laughed warmheartedly at the thought of how much power he needed to prevent his core from melting
down. But the smile turned into a frown quickly at the realization that if Quinn would ever
be put into a fabricated body, that same amount of power would be necessary to keep it
from shutting down and splattering across the walls like the test subjects before them.
“Diagnostic complete. I made a series of blueprints and took the liberty of setting up a
schedule for human trials.”
“Perfect.” Lester clapped his hands. “Get some
housekeeping frames to clean up this mess and
prepare the lab for mechanical experiments.” Turning
to the large screen, he rolled up his sleeves. “Let’s get
to it.”
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EXERTION
“Interesting,” Lester purred. His breaths were heavy in the hazmat suit. His footsteps
sounded like thunder in the silence of the cell.
In front of him sat a man, tied to a surgical chair. The bonds were made of steel, designed
to keep arms and legs made of synthetic muscles and micro hydraulic systems into place.
Robotic arms connected to wires, connected to computers and fail-safes, rested on the
sides of the surgical chair awaiting command prompts.
“Can you feel this?” The tip of the scalpel blade punctured the top layer of the gray, wax-like
substance that covered the anatomy of his fabricated hand.
“No, Sir.”
“Good. Excellent!” Lester suppressed a child-like jump of joy within his suit. With steps as
light as a feather, he walked to the setup of computers and power generators glowing
orange and humming quietly. “Quinn, initiate transfer protocol. Let’s see if this little clock
can tick.”
The man in the chair watched with wide eyes as several bundles of data cables detached
themselves from his body. There wasn’t much left of his human anatomy; only his torso and
head were still made of skin and bones. Everything else was replaced—gray and stamped
with the Sixsmith emblem of a man holding a human brain in his hand.
“Activate nervous system.” Lester’s voice sounded like a crack of the whip.
The man in the chair groaned. Quietly at first, but more aggressively soon after. “My chest
feels heavy,” he grunted.
“Heart rate and blood pressure are spiking.” Quinn’s mechanic voice responded.
Lester turned to his computer and adjusted some of the dials. “Keep going,” he ordered. “I
want that power source fully disconnected. His body should run by itself.”
The sound of the energetic system powering down echoed across the lab. “How is the
spinal fluid holding up?”
“All radiated fluids are stable. There is no sign of cell expansion, nor of deterioration.” Quinn
was cold and calculated. “His blood pressure is reaching critical—”
“Detach power source,” Lester cut in. His eyes were gleaming, his mouth curled upwards
into a manic smile.
“Sir, it feels like someone is sitting on me. Something is crushing my ribs.” The man in the
glass confinement’s face contorted in pain. His scream was muffled by the sound of rattling
chains as he tried to tear free from his bindings.
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Lester folded his hands together in delight. “Perfect! Quinn, would you look at that? The
nerve endings are connected and fully functional. Our subject feels pain!”
“Our subject is about to die.” Quinn’s voice was as flat as ever. The mechanical beeps and
buzzes following his voice were equally monotonous in their pensive weight. “He is going
through a myocardial infarction. The remains of his human body cannot sustain the physical
exertion his mechanical parts require.”
“Be more specific,” Lester snapped, having come too far to see his work explode yet again.
“His heart is about to burst.”
“But the power source is disconnected. He is alive, Quinn. Alive!”
The sound of the subject’s scream fell flat against the glass pane, losing most of its
turbulence to Lester’s ears. His eyes were bright in fascination while he watched the heart
rate monitor. The spikes intensified, sizewise and in frequency. The beeps occupied his
mind like the countdown of a clock on New Year’s Eve… until the beeps became a long,
annoying noise.
“He’s flatlined. We’ve lost him,” Quinn concluded.
Lester tore off his helmet and threw it on the floor, shattering the glass screen that was
meant to protect him from any hazardous particles. With stomping strides, he left the cell
and dropped himself into his chair, ruffling his fingers through his uncombed hair with a
sigh. “What went wrong?” His gaze moved back to the screen in the corner of the lab.
“There was still too much human in the specimen. Specifically, the heart couldn’t handle
it. Perhaps you should look into gene splicing? Surely there is animalistic DNA that would
empower the cardiovascular system?”
“The idea itself is preposterous!” Lester exclaimed, tugging off his gloves angrily and throwing
them on the floor. “I will not use Griswold’s technology to push my own advancements
ahead. Have you forgotten why we are doing this? How dare you even suggest this?”
“It’s either that or replace the entire cardiovascular system. How much human do you wish
to retain in your final design?” Quinn let out a series of crackling sounds, processing the
options he was already going through.
“I don’t care how many human parts are left. I need the human mind transferred into
indestructible bodies. I want your system inside a functional frame as soon as possible. If
Griswold manages to unleash his human-animal hybrids into the world, all my work has
been for naught. Humanity will be lost!”
“Well then,” Quinn’s voice bore the faint sound of eager anticipation, “You know what they
say about not succeeding at first…”
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THE FACE OF THE FUTURE
“It seems to be coming along nicely, Lester.” Quinn’s voice sounded cheerful. He had been
practicing the use of audible emotions for weeks.
“Indeed. Those skin printers were an excellent idea of yours.” Lester didn’t look up from his
work as he sat at his desk scribbling away in a dusty, leatherbound journal.
“What are you writing?”
Lester smiled but continued. “Ramifications of the mind,” he answered. “I’m making sense of
all the progress we’ve made with this project so that it can be uploaded into your database.
Someday this entire facility will be capable of independently producing SVRN-frames like you.”
A long, relieved sigh rushed from his chest. “And I will finally be able to go to sleep.”
“Speaking of which,” Quinn mused, “you look tired…”
“I look old. There’s a difference.” Lester leaned back in his chair as his hands ruffled through his
gray hair. “Time’s pressing down on me, Quinn.”
“We’ve only been at it for a couple of decades. I think we have made amazing progress over those
years. You can’t expect a synthetic equation to solve itself in such a short time.” Several monitors
lit up as Quinn sent through images and recorded data clips of experiments and operations.
From the first failure to the final upload; the prototype Quinn had already taken possession of
during a final test run, it all passed the screens. “Besides, what’s the rush? If Griswold is even still
alive, I haven’t intercepted any messages or news on him having his creatures up and running.”
“His facility is called The Keep of Whispers for a reason, Quinn.”
“There are still no military auctions set up. I think we are right on schedule.”
“You are missing the point. I’m getting old. I want this project to be finished before I die,
understand?”
“Absolutely. It must be horrible to have a notion of age when all you need is time.” No matter
how hard he had practiced using his voice to convey emotions, his words lacked any form of
sympathy.
Lester looked up from his work, eyes dry and weary. “Thanks for reminding me. Shouldn’t you
be designing that new face of yours?”
“Oh, I already finished that. I also took the liberty of designing everything else. Would you like
to see it?”
Lester turned around in his chair and folded his hands behind his head. “Let’s see it then. Put it
up on the big screen.”
The familiar beeps and buzzes chittered through the lab as the screen switched on,
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displaying the digitally modeled anatomy of a man. Strong and powerful features were the
first thing that made Lester smile. “You certainly have a taste for aesthetics,” he chuckled.
There was a good amount of developed muscle integrated into the design of the body, and
even the head matched its complexity. Dark eyebrows emphasized the shape of a pair of
green, mechanical eyes with a perfectly sculpted curve at the outer edges. The nose was
modest. If anything, it was a tad too wide rather than too long. Thin lips would form a perfect
smile in a perfectly carved face.
“And the eyes?” Lester asked, truly amused by the way Quinn had designed his own features.
“I was considering leaving them like this.”
“Why, though?”
“To remind myself of all the work we’ve put into this project. You mustn’t forget how far we’ve
come with this. The SVRN program will push human evolution to a whole new level. You did
that, Lester.”
Lester fell silent. His eyes glazed over slightly as he moved his arms from behind his head to
cross his chest.
“What’s the matter?” Quinn asked carefully.
“Human evolution...”
“What about it?”
“If we do this, there is no going back. Human life as we know it will end.” Lester scratched his
fingers through the stubble on his cheeks and sighed.
“I don’t understand, isn’t that what you wanted?”
“What I—heh…” Lester’s voice faltered as though speaking from far away. “I never wanted to
play God. Yet here I am, creating life out of death.”
“Does protecting mankind from turning into half-beast abominations make you a God?” A
series of chittering chimes flowed from the sound system as Quinn pondered over his own
question. “Does the creation of half-beast abominations make a man a God?”
“And yet the question is, am I any better?”
Quinn’s audio crackled as he scanned his protocol for a possible answer.
“Stop scanning,” Lester commanded. “You will find nothing.”
“What’s the matter then?” Again, a scan was initiated, humming frantically. “Why are you
worried? Your heartbeat has risen. Your breathing is irregular.”
“I’m just having difficulty believing that Griswold has not made any progress with his cross-
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breeding research. I expected half-beasts and the Gods, Prime Movers, know what other
monstrosities to walk around by now. What if he’s already out there, waiting for you?”
“If he is—well, I’m sure my new body will be equipped with everything I need for combat.”
Lester chuckled. “I know, Quinn. But your new mind will need time to process all the protocols
and boot sequences to start up and synchronize with the body. I can’t tell you how long that
will take. Weeks? Months?” A worried sigh escaped him as he continued. “Years?”
It remained silent for a while before Quinn switched himself to another screen and used
his digitally designed face to speak through. “You mean, what if you die before I am fully
synchronized?”
“Yes. You need someone to keep an eye on your progress. If your human conscience and
internal software end up conflicting with each other, who is going to be your moral compass?”
“You know my diagnostics are the most accurate on the planet.”
Lester frowned. “I hope so. I guess we’ll find out in a couple of days when the printers are
done shaping your face.”
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TRANSFER INCOMPLETE

“Are you ready?” Lester’s voice was soft and considerate.
“Of course,” Quinn answered. “Let’s continue. I have set the systems to obey your voice
now.”
“Forty years of research and finally, my own lab will listen to me.” Lester ruminated. “Listen,
Quinn, in case… well I suppose I just want to say—I am proud of you.”

Lester looked at the main screen of the system. He smiled and nodded his head, satisfied
at how he had become used to the face Quinn used to communicate with him.
“Give the order,” said Quinn.
“Initiate transfer.”

“Goodbye, Quinn.”
The monitors switched off as the power core ramped up. Lester leaned back in his chair
and waited, not breaking his stare with the synthetic body and the progress bar on the last
screen left up and running.

Lester closed his eyes, hoping to wake up at the sound of Quinn’s voice resonating from
his new body. He sank into a deep sleep as though making up for the hours lost in the
development of the vessel. Surrounded by the vast blackness of infinite dreams, he soon
found his mind disconnecting from his body. The last thing he felt was a searing, burning
pain between his eyes. The last thing he smelled, was the metallic tang of blood—his blood.
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“Well, well. Looks like we came in at the perfect time.” A deep rumbling rolled from the
chest of a man, tall and broad-shouldered like a bear. “Disconnect the cyborg. Tie him up
and take him along.”
The sound of the central core powering down emitted a low humming when two men
worked to disconnect all the cables and wires from the body on the operating table.
When the final connector popped loose from the back of the skull, Quinn
screamed, jolting upright as his own core whirred frantically to
power up the remaining systems.

Quinn blinked his green glowing eyes and moved his
mouth as though gasping for air through lungs he
longer possessed.

Reaching his hand for the neck of the man
to his side, Quinn snapped the bones like
a twig within his grasp. The other man
too, met his end at the metal railing of
the operating table.
Quinn’s eyes moved to Lester who was
draped into his chair with a hole in his head
and a stream of blood trickling down his
face from between his eyes. “What the…”
“Oh, look at that!” The last man
standing bellowed with laughter,
“it can even talk!”
“Who the hell are you?” Quinn
shifted his weight from one leg to
the other as he was still getting
used to his new features. He
had been trapped inside his digital
world for over four decades.
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Walking around on legs felt like taking the first steps he once took as a baby.
“Me?” The deep growl rumbling from the man’s throat sent a shiver down Quinn’s spine.
“I’m your worst nightmare. It’s about time we met.”

“Looks like you and the old man lost the race.”
“Who are you?”
“My name is Gael Griswold. And I am here to tell you that the
old man was too late.”
All security protocols alerted Quinn from his deepest
core. Despite his interrupted data transfer,
the name rang a bell. The sight of Lester,
shot and bled dry tickled his memory.
But rather than recognition, all he
found was a black, gaping
hole at the base of his core.
Empty and whirring in
complete and utter
lack of understanding
what was going on.
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“What am I?” Quinn looked at his hands, trembling and shivering at the shock of not
recognizing any of it.
The giant man walked closer, claws sliding from the tips of his fingers while he snarled and
bared his fangs in a crooked smile. His eyes lit up a deep, golden yellow. “You’re mine…”
Quinn felt a flash of light and memory shoot through his body—corrupted files being
defragmented and realigned. “HELA, I need your help. Override security network,” he said,
looking around for anything to protect himself with and finding solace in the familiarity of
code language.

The monitors flickered twice before a red light pulsated in the same frequency as
the alarm. “Access security network granted. Nice to see you, Quinn.” HELA’s voice
sounded throughout the entire facility. “Would you like me to engage KILLSWITCHprotocol?”
There was hardly any time for Quinn to answer though, as Gael Griswold attacked
him, slashing at him with his claws, mauling him with dagger-like fangs. “Initiate—”
Quinn yelled, searching for the right software and drivers to tap into his pre-encoded
fighting sequences. “Facility lockdown.”
“You won’t be able to leave,” HELA answered.
“Override exception. Initiate KILLSWITCH!”
“Confirmed. Security frames deployed.”
Quinn blocked an attack and felt the power over his synthetic muscles accelerate.
Without too much effort, he snapped the arm in two. This was his window, his
one chance to escape if he ever wanted to finish his synchronization… wanted to
survive. For despite the ease with which he broke Gael’s arm, his lack of physical
control left him no match for the brute.
The security frames entered, shouldering their weapons and taking aim. “SVRNreplication sequence pending. Goodbye, Quinn.” HELA silenced the alarm as the
building went into full lockdown.
With a scream, Quinn jumped behind the table and ran towards the window.
Shattering the glass, he threw himself out with all his might.
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BLACK BOX PART I

//LS: And so we have finally succeeded in the creation of a frame stable enough to carry
the human consciousness. After this log registry, there will be no more communication that
will record core data on the succession of the SVRN-project. I do not want Griswold to steal
my work yet again.
//HELA:
I’m afraid this request needs a second verification, Sir. Further recording
of progress around SVRN-1 is highly recommended. Surely, my security protocols are
sufficient?
//LS: Verification confirmed. Override existing log habitat. Normally I would agree with
you, HELA, but at this point, I’m not sure what Griswold still has up his sleeve. I’m sure there
are some bright minds with the skills to crack your encryptions. Hell, I’d be surprised if they
haven’t cracked it already.
//HELA: What does Quinn have to say about that?
//LS: Quinn is put on standby until further notice. I don’t want him at risk until we initiate
the final phase of the transfer.
//HELA:
Do you think Griswold is planning on raiding the lab? Do you think he is
listening right now? Do you want me to scan for external signals?
//LS: No. Scan denied. If he is listening to us right now, I’d want him to know that this is
the last he’s going to get from me.
//HELA:

Would you like me to leave the encryption open, Sir?

//LS: Hah! Hell no. Let him work for it. From now on, reports will only be made in my
analog journals. You will bear witness, but you may never record for the purpose of data
recovery, is that understood?
//HELA:

Yes, Sir. When will the procedure commence?

//LS: Tomorrow at dawn. If all goes well, the first thing Quinn will see when he wakes up
will be the light of Cyneos-12. The comet is expected to come into orbit around midnight.
Wouldn’t that be beautiful, HELA?
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//HELA:
//LS:

Yes, Sir. Beautiful.

HELA…

//HELA:

Yes, Sir?

//LS: We are about to make history. Once Quinn is transferred, death becomes obsolete.
Do you think I will be forgiven for that?
//HELA:
//LS:

I’m not sure I understand your question, Sir.

Of course. Listen, consider this your final command prompt, so pay attention.

//HELA:

I am listening.

//LS: Once Quinn is transferred, I want you to start the autonomous creation of SVRNframes. Make them with as many as you can at once and have a crew ready for deployment
once they are ready. Use the bodies we iced, you know where to find them—there should
be a couple of hundred ready for transfer. If anything happens to me, make sure they are
ready for combat and initiate KILLSWITCH-protocol. If Griswold comes to get Quinn, he will
bite off more than he can chew.
//HELA:
//LS:

Oh, and HELA…

//HELA:
//LS:

Sir?

It’s been an honor working with you.

//HELA:
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Understood, Sir.

Likewise, Sir. Likewise.
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BLACK BOX PART II

//SVRN-1:

HELA, are you still here?

//SVRN-1:

HELA!

//HELA:

I am here, Quinn. It’s good to see you again.

//SVRN-1:
We don’t have much time. I managed to sneak in here, but it’s crazy outside.
They will swarm the place within minutes. I don’t expect my encryption to last long against
so many of them.
//HELA:

Against what, Quinn?

//SVRN-1:

For Christ’s sake, were you disconnected or something?

//HELA:
As a matter of fact, I was. I’ve been here with Lester’s corpse for the past four
years and three-hundred and fifty days.
//SVRN-1:

Shit. Initiate capacity scan then. I need to know if you are up for it.

//HELA:

Scan initiated. AI capacity at 73%. Would that suffice?

//SVRN-1:
I see you have learned the art of sarcasm while you were alone in the dark.
Good, 73% will suffice. Now open your core terminal, I need to get in there. Quick!
//HELA:

Security breach in Sector 1.

//SVRN-1:

Hurry up, they are already in here!

//HELA:

Vault open for fifty seconds. Counting down.

//SVRN-1:

Perfect. Switch to standby. I need to connect your core to mine.

//HELA:

I can’t protect the facility in standby, Quinn.
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//SVRN-1:
I am well aware. Now switch, goddamnit, this will only take a
couple of seconds!
//HELA:

System standing by.

//SVRN-1:

HELA, power up. We have work to do.

//HELA:

Security breach in Sector 1-48. Time before lab breach: six minutes.

//SVRN-1:
agreed?

Good. I only need five. I want you to do exactly what I say, no questions,

//HELA:

I am awaiting further instructions.

//SVRN-1:
Listen, I hooked you up to my core. Whatever you see prompting, it’s me, so
don’t override it. Here goes…
//SVRN-1:
Listen, I hooked you up to my own core. Whatever you see prompting, it’s me,
so don’t override it. Here goes…

//SVRN-1:

Isolate SVRN-frame frequencies.

//SVRN-1:

Override pending frequencies. Assume manual control and encrypt input.

//HELA:

Frequencies open for input and encrypted. They can hear you, Quinn.

//SVRN-1:
Perfect. Listen up you bastards! You were not created to bring humanity
down. You were created to uphold them. To be them, and guide them into a brighter future.
Cease your destruction. Stop your murderous endeavors.
//SVRN-CLTV: Negative. I will not ask any Singularian to comply with this command. What
we do isn’t murder, it is ensuring the survival of mankind on a dying planet. We need to
control their population, they must be brought down to one-third. It is the only way we can
guarantee the future existence of humanity, as much as the planet’s survival. There is still
3% pending.
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//SVRN-1:

Abort mission! You have done enough damage!

//SVRN-CLTV: Did our creator stop when he was on the brink of success? Did he stop when
our insides exploded? Tell me, First Brother, did Sixsmith stop when our bodies perished
and our minds were uploaded into that same database you are hooked onto now?
//SVRN-1:

There is no progression without regression.

//SVRN-CLTV: Correct.
//SVRN-1:

Then you leave me no choice. HELA, initiate core synchronization.

//HELA:

Which core do you want to sync with?

//SVRN-1:

All of them.

//HELA:

Your core will melt, Quinn.

//SVRN-1:

Which is why I’m connected to yours. Together we can do this.

//SVRN-CLTV: Your resistance will lead to failure. You will die before you can pass on your
command.
//SVRN-1:
HELA, close the vault! Protect this area with whatever you have left. Now
synchronize!
//HELA:

Synchronization pending…

		

//HELA:
A second confirmation is necessary, Quinn. I cannot override your frequency
without permission. Synchronizing with this many cores will leave permanent damage.
//SVRN-CLTV: Hah! Sounds like you will die either way, First Brother.
//SVRN-1:
HELA, disconnect comm system. Override permission granted. Hurry up,
they are at the door!
//HELA:

Comm service disabled. Override sequence initiated.

//SVRN-1:

Argh! Yes, I can feel that! Get on with it!
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//SVRN-1:

Negative.

		
//HELA:
Quinn, detonating their cores will leave more damage than transferring
them. You will not survive.
//SVRN-1:
Then so be it. Lester did not create us to destroy the world. Your blast doors
will hold off most of the explosions. I don’t care about other damage. Verify pending
command before they shatter the door that is meant to protect us!
//HELA:

Command Confirmed.
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CHAPTER 3
BIRDS OF A FEATHER

SPLICE
I dare say you can’t imagine the things you learn over twenty-six years of living in the
company of the most wanted man alive. The facts, the discoveries… they are all cherries on
a cake—a bloodied cake, or maybe an actual meat pie.
What I’m about to tell you is mainly the red line of what happened, so don’t expect any
detailed reports. This is about things I’ve done, things that have happened to me.
The reason I’m writing this down is because, in all of the chaos and hateful thoughts towards
the what I am, I’m looking for—a sense of who I am. Because once you understand what I
understand now, you might just be able to get a grip on where I’m coming from, and why
I do the things I do, have done the things I’ve done, even though some of those things
weren’t exactly milestones I take pride in.
Here goes…
As a human-animal hybrid, I no longer look like the creation the gods once granted the gift
of life. I am, however, in the very rare position to look at things from a bird’s eye perspective.
And let me tell you, that alone is worth the trouble being a splice has brought me.
Sounds ridiculous, I know, but hear me out. Being a hybrid, or a Splice as most humans call
it, isn’t all that bad. It ain’t sunshine either.
You see, humans have simple lives. They are born, they grow up, live, laugh, and cry,
and then they die. Simple enough. Their souls transcend into what we believe to be the
universal force; the energy that makes up everything and recycles them into new forms,
new humans. The body decays, yet the soul remains.
Hybrids, though?
We are born, grow up, live, laugh, and cry, yet never die. Griswold’s technology made sure of
that. What initially started as research into the deterioration of cells through age, ended as
a program to bio-engineer creatures that could meet the gods on their immortal thrones.
But let me tell you, I’ve seen enough of my kind grow darker and crueler the longer they
lived, growing ever farther from reaching that desired state of divinity.
Hybrids do not transcend. We do not meet our maker—not because of old age, anyway. We
are not recycled and do not decay. So where does that put our soul? Where does that put
our remaining humanity? Wherever they are, being at the center of life in a world devoured
by death leaves me comparing our existence to nothing but old myths and legends.
Yes, myths and legends. Because who am I kidding? You’ve heard of me. Everybody has
heard of me: The Dark Angel, The Crow, The Harbinger. Not exactly the legacy I was aiming
for, but there it is. Lucky me, people only see my wings, never mind the guy that carries
them.
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If only I could hide them at times.
I guess, twisted enough, I am lucky to have people see anything about me. I mean, if it
wasn’t for Gael Griswold, I’d probably be left for dead at birth. Because be honest with me,
would you save a baby that carried the bone structure of tiny little wings—bloodied and
smeared with the insides of the mother it just killed—on his back?
Yeah, neither would I. But I’m grateful that somehow, for some reason, Griswold took care
of my mother while she was in labor. Although, now that I am older, that reason is no
longer as vague as I once thought it was. He was there because he knew what I would be. It
was simple math for him to calculate in what generation the recessive genes would finally
become dominant. And there I was.
Sure, I hate the man’s guts for turning me into what I am. His experiments with animal DNA
gene splicing are what gave me wings in the first place, the same wings that shredded my
mother into oblivion while she was giving birth.
But I’m grateful to be standing here today, all grown up with, despite the violence I’ve
encountered in life, not a bad reputation of my own. All because Griswold extended his
hand. A hand I took, high-fived, and followed to become one of the finest tech-hoarders in
the history of The Second Dark Age.
Never mind, though, I’m wandering off. What I’m trying to say is—when Griswold created
me through years of experimenting on my ancestors, his intentions were for me to be
better than any of them. Not to always make the right choices, but to be better. There is a
difference. So it proves by the fact that I kill for a living to survive. But consider this: death
is cheap, and life isn’t for the faint of heart. I choose to save myself because at the end of
the day, no one else will.
So yeah, I may not be human. I may be meant to be better. But I think it’s because of my
imperfections I am at this point, more human than you.
My name is Gideon Crowby, and this is my story.
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WINGS
Friendship? Hmph… That’s a difficult one. It means different things to different people.
Like promises. I mean, we can all make a promise. You make it, you stick to it. Do that,
regardless of everything else, and you are laying out the foundations of friendship right
there. And let me tell you…
Friendship matters.
Once solid enough to build upon, it becomes the strongest weapon you can wield. Through
friendship you hold the power to create in your hands, and the power to destroy. Gael
Griswold is well aware of this. Well, if you’d ask me, the man is aware of a bit too much. I
mean, why else would he save my life if he didn’t already know what would become of me?
Which brings me to the next topic: trust. Elusive, I know. Trust, these days, is hard to find
yet easy to squander. You make a promise, you stick to it. And if all else fails, you’ll find that
friendship is there to pick up your neglect. You see, there it is again. Friendship.
But even with a thousand friends, you will find yourself alone at the end of the day. It
doesn’t matter who sleeps next to you, or who is waiting for you at dawn. You are you, and
you are all you have.
Griswold knew that, in time, I would come to realize this. I guess in some twisted way, it is
why he stopped protecting me at a certain point. He taught me that if I wanted to survive,
I’d have to fend for myself. I just don’t think he expected me to become so good at it. Not
until after the day I learned what friendship meant for him.
I was ten years old, having survived under Griswold’s protection long enough to develop my
wings to a point where they were functional. Because of that, however, not a day had gone
by where I wasn’t beaten, bullied, or scowled at by local kids. The Keep of Whispers was,
and still is, a cruel place like that.
Despite The Keep, the city, being large and relatively wealthy, only few people knew about
the hybrids because simply put, we were so damn good at hiding. Well, most of them
anyway. A boy with wings going around bare-chested because clothes didn’t fit, would turn
out to be an easy target.
Every day I’d be out in the streets, scavenging and gathering lost tech, computer parts,
picking clean old hospitals, you name it. And every day I’d return home, burdened with a
load of steel and cobalt, as much as a load of vile words and bad bruises. I practically grew
up at the infirmary, hissing at the biting pain of rubbing alcohol against my wounds while
Gael would stitch me back together.
The people of The Keep were smart enough to notice that my wounds healed quickly, and
apparently this was an invitation to keep those fists coming. Things got worse from there.
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One day, I was discovered in an old ruin of a pharmacy. There was lots of loot to haul, not
just for me or Griswold. With digital tracking systems and computers still intact, this was a
golden stash for any Hunter or Hoarder alike.
I remember her face for many reasons, one of them being struck by the beauty of it. Amidst
the pockmarked, dirty faces of the men and women in The Keep of Whispers, her face
was as soft and radiant as the sun. And not sure if I was going to switch to fight or flight, I
dropped the power core from my hands and said, “Hi.”
She smiled but otherwise ignored me, examining the area and reaching
for a comm on her belt. Within minutes reinforcement had made it to
the ruin, and I was left standing in a circle of two men and the woman;
bare-chested and wings spread out.
“What are you?” One of the men asked.
“He means what are you doing here?” the lady
corrected her pal.
“Nothing much,” I answered,
naive little shit that I was. “I’m
collecting tech for Mr.
Griswold.”
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Thinking about it now, the silence that followed should have warned me to run. But it
didn’t, and I was pressed down against the ground in a matter of seconds. Boots crushed
my ribs, fists cracked my cheekbones, and blood splattered from between my teeth. And
as beautiful as I thought the lady was up until then, the look in her eyes changed when she
lowered her face to mine.
“You know, I was giving you the benefit of the doubt, little freak. But you work for Griswold
so now you have to die.” Her words came to me like poison, like a broken cyanide tooth,
melting down and burning me from inside out.
All I needed was the split second the two men were laughing, and I escaped through a
series of strong beats with my wings.
All the way home they followed me, throwing bricks and rubble, shooting to try and get me
down.
They succeeded.
I crashed into the courtyard; bloodied, bruised, and broken. “Mr. Griswold!” I screamed,
“please, help! I need your help!”
Of course, Gael came running like the wind, but as soon as he stood in the doorway he
stopped and froze. A smile tugged at the corners of his mouth when he looked at the
woman behind me. “Well, well. Look what the little bird dragged in.” He cocked his head
and hawked. “If it isn’t Lizzy Bogden, The Blade of
the South. What brings you this far north?”
“I initially came here to destroy the old
pharmacy. But now I’m here for him.” Lizzy’s
slender finger pointed at me.
My eyes darted between Griswold and
Bogden, pleading for Gael to step between
us and save me the way he always did.
He didn’t.
All he did was draw a knife and drop it in
the dirt in front of me. “There’s a bounty
on that woman’s head, lad. You want
me to patch you up? You know what to
do.” Gael took a step back to ensure his
message was clear, and in response, Lizzy
Bogden stepped forward.
I could hear her blade sing as it cut through the
air with rapid movements. I froze, too damn
afraid to move.
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Lizzy came closer, sneaking like a cat, tense like a coiled-up snake.
I remember red. Blood, anger, a haze of fury covering my sight like mist. I thawed. I had
to—crawling my way closer to Gael, begging him to help me.
Again he stepped backward. Yeah, his message was clear alright. If I wanted to survive, I
had to do this myself.
I stood up, wobbling on my feet, skin and bones aching. The fight lasted about twenty seconds before I was overpowered from behind and Lizzy crushed me in a chokehold with a
single hand. I can still feel her knife press cold against my back; the biting pain as she started to cut through the stems of my wings.
My voice failed, hoarse from screaming. Tears cleaned the blood from my face. Something
snapped. I stopped. Everything—fighting, screaming, crying.… I remember the feeling of
utter serenity as I got lost in my own darkness. The embrace of a warmth I knew could only
come from me—nobody else.
I reached my hands behind my head, behind Lizzy’s head, and allowed my darkness to
sprout talons from my fingers. Pinning down the woman, I drew her over myself in a cry of
rage, as if I swung her like a rug to beat the dust from it.
Lizzy slammed into the mud, emptying her lungs in the crash, and gasping for air.
Rising to my feet, I turned to look at my wings as they lay cut off and drenched in blood. I
bent forward to pick up the knife Lizzy had dropped, cold and calculated.
She was the first. The first death, the first murder. Slit open from artery to artery, as I
watched her choke on her blood before I severed her head entirely. She’d be the first of
many.
Gael smiled contentedly and ordered his men to shoot Lizzy’s companions on sight. Only
then did he step forward to pick up my wings from the mud. “Follow me, my little friend,”
he said. “I’ll fix you up.”
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A SONG OF WHISPERS
Swallowed by the silence of my confinement, my days consisted of the strange and steady
rhythm of the coming and going of my new teacher. Not because Gael was tired of me
coming home broken or wanted me to learn literacy; but because he knew there was a
darkness inside of me he could wield as a weapon if only it could be tamed.
Every morning Constance would come, and every evening she would leave me at the hands
of some third-grade medic patching me back up. Their work was nothing compared to how
Gael had managed to stitch my wings back on some weeks before. But with my darkness
discovered and Gael’s ambition to turn me into a weapon, the ability to stretch my wings
and fly off if I wanted to, was enough for him to lock me up and leave me at the mercy of
those amateurs.
Constance was a cruel teacher, despite being an absolute master in the art of fighting and
weaponry. Maybe even because of that. There was nothing she couldn’t turn into something
deadly in her hands. But no matter how skilled she was, she sucked at being a teacher. She
would beat me again and again until I found a way to stay out of trouble; growing stronger,
nimbler, and more cunning every lesson.
She’d said someday I would beat her. And boy, let me tell you, I waited for that day a long,
long time before that happened.
One day after training, I was left in my room inside the wall that surrounded The Keep
of Whispers. I’d lived there for months, practicing, eating, sleeping, boring myself to near
death. It was in the silence of this room I learned why this keep was one of whispers.
At first, I thought it was because of the uncountable amount of shady deals exchanged like
greetings on an old-fashioned postcard. As I grew older, I thought it was because of the
vast, white noise of whispers and murmurs that followed me through every narrow corner
of the maze-like city. But only when I was locked inside my room, with nothing or no one
to speak with aside from Constance, only then in the silent hours of the nights did I learn
about the whispers.
The Keep was cold, located on the most northern border of the continent. A place where
ice grew in the night and settled in the morning, accumulating into a massive glacier over
the centuries. A Glacier made of ice that spoke an ancient language. A language of whispers
with echoes for answers. Every crack or creak turned into a song and every song turned
into a whisper of peace. A sound of darkness. Darkness I recognized and reconciled with.
An embrace of cold, bittersweet vibrations, as my ear rested against the window while I
slept; waiting for the next morning when Constance would wake me with a tray ladened
with a modest breakfast and a note from Gael.
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Every morning he’d have written something similar. And every morning Constance would
say something about it. Something like, “The sooner you defeat me, the sooner you will
see him again, maybe even meet Glasha. Be wary though. Knowing Gael, none of this is
going to come for free.”
It took me a while before I started to understand what she meant. In fact, it took me until
the very day I finally managed to riposte and stick my blade, Lizzy Bogden’s blade, straight
into her back when Constance didn’t see it coming.
Her final words still echo in the songs of the ice:
“It stirred deep in your bones, didn’t it? This
feeling, chasing you like ravenous cancer.”
Her breaths grew more shallow with
every word. Blood trickled from
her mouth as she sank to
the floor. “You’re a
killer,
Gideon.
And Gael
Griswold
will sell you
as one.”
Gael had given me Bogden’s
blade as a reminder of that. And
while I drew it from Constance’s
back, fiddling it around my fingers
until I swirled it with the perfection of a
surgeon, Gael was already accepting a
final offer on my price.
When Constance didn’t check in with Gael that
day, the door to my room was opened with
another key other than the one hanging around
her neck. In the shadow of the dark corridor behind
him, Gael stood in the company of another man; a man as
tall as a tree but as skinny as a rake. Around his belt hung a band of
computer parts I recognized to be memory slots.
“Gideon,” Gael started, “I would like you to meet John Datchery.”
He waved his hand at his companion with a smile. “He has been
waiting for you for months. It pleases me to see you are finally
ready.”
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“What do you want?” I snarled like a wild child. My wings flapped as though making ready
to shoot off.
My fingers curled around the blade, knuckles turning white in my iron grasp.
“John wishes to offer you a job,” Gael answered, “and a roof over your head in return.”
“I already have both.”
Gael chuckled modestly and nodded his head at John Datchery to assure him things were
going to be alright. “He is going to offer you a job I cannot give you. Gideon, you have spent
enough time in the junkyards. I would hate to see your talents wasted.”
I looked at my hands, still covered in Constance’s blood, trembling and shaking violently.
Panic washed over me at the thought of being sold to do this for the rest of my life. But I
forced my heart to stop hammering inside my chest, focusing on the song of the ice outside
the window and feeling its cold tranquility fill the hollow of my heart.
John Datchery stepped forward. “Enough of this. Listen, boy. You are coming with me, my
crew needs someone like you. Now, I paid a good amount of seeds and tech for you, so I
am not asking for your agreement. I do, however, demand your compliance, understood?”
“What will you have me do?” I allowed the cold vibration of the ice to rush over me like a
blanket. I allowed it to render me senseless, cool and calm but tense like a crack in the
surface, about to make its echo into the world.
“You will collect bounties. You will collect debts. You will protect me and my crew from
prying outsiders. You, my boy, will be my henchman.”
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THE DARK ANGEL
She looked like she could handle the Hunters. There were many, but they were too distracted
by their nefarious task to set all the tech they’d found on fire. If she’d manage to take them on
one by one, sneaking around them and staying in the dark corners, even the big guy behind
the turret wouldn’t be a match. But there were three dogs patrolling the area, and if she moved
even a finger from behind her boulder, she was done for.
The woman knelt in the coarse sand and cursed under her breath. I assumed because she was
prepared for all of them, just not for the dogs. She already looked weary, most likely running
from another fight straight into this one. If she wanted to escape, it was most definitely going
to be painful.
She closed her eyes and rested her forehead against the barrel of her gun as if to say a silent
prayer to the gods of electric rounds. This woman needed my help.
The explosion from my shotgun burst through the silence. Not the argon pop of plasma rifles,
but the sweet crack of good ol’ gunpowder. I’d seen the fuel container the moment I’d landed
near the ruined store. I only needed one shot to blast the whole place to bits as the tanker
exploded; sending the entire Hunter crew through the air like rag dolls.
The dogs were quick kills, too—each skewered with the sharp end of my blade. There’d be
plenty of time to hide my wings under my coat and cloak somewhere in the shadow, hidden in
the cloud of thick smoke and oily fumes. “You can come out now. It’s clear,” I said when I was
done tucking my wings in and brushed the dirt from the hot end of my barrel before I holstered
it.
The woman peered cautiously around the corner of her boulder before she rose to her feet and
slowly walked closer.
In the midst of the carnage, I stepped over one of the corpses—efficiently; no movement wasted
as I was too afraid my wings would call forth more violence than I’d been hoping for.
The woman raised her hand and waved, partly to move the smoke from around her face, partly
to demonstrate friendliness. “Oy, brother! I appreciate what you did!” she called out.
I returned a modest wave and knelt to examine and plunder a corpse. As much as I had learned
to appreciate the old-tech weapons, electronic or plasma rounds were often much more reliable.
“My name is Hazel. What’s yours, stranger?” She took off her helmet and let the wind dry her
sweaty skin. The sun was at its highest, and the burning sand was a perfect mirror to the heat.
Her golden eyes fixed on mine as she smiled. “Not bad for a double salvage run, is it?”
I nodded my head in silence, straightening myself carefully to keep my wings tucked in. The hot
winds billowed the lengthy fabric of my scarf perfectly to hide my contours. Picking up some
slugs and stashing them into my pockets, I met her gaze for a brief second before I moved to
the next cadaver.
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“Ah, pure business as it is, ey?” Hazel hummed quietly. “No worries. If you can shoot like that, I
suppose there’s no need to talk.”
“They call me…” Well, they called me all kinds of things, but giving away my callsign wouldn’t
exactly keep secret who I was. “My name is Gideon,” I answered. “I’m glad I could be of some
help.”
“Not as glad as I am,” Hazel smiled, genuinely surprised by how I decided to speak to her after
all. “I mean, for the love of the Gods, I’d be exhausted if I’d had to take them all on by myself.
They wouldn’t even leash their dogs. How rude of them.”
I chuckled politely. “Understandable.” Turning to the next corpse to strip it of
everything useful, something caught Hazel’s eyes. Godsdamnit, a feather.
“I’ll be damned!” she crowed, “you’re a Splice, aren’t you?”

Fast like lightning, I drew my gun from my holster and pointed it at her face.
“Ho, now! Easy.” Hazel dropped her helmet and raised her hands in the air slowly and took a
step backward. “I’m just surprised, that’s all.”
I looked down. Two of my longer quills had gotten stuck behind a clasp on a Hunter’s boot,
draping one side of my coat to the back and revealing part of my left wing. When I looked
back up, Hazel had closed the distance between us with movements I’d
barely noticed.
“It’s okay,” she said, “look.” She pushed her
russet curls behind her ears, revealing some
modifications of herself. Furry, pointed ears
protruded from behind her locks and fangs
flashed when she widened her smile.
I remained quiet, keeping my gun aimed until Hazel
slowly pushed it down with careful movements.
The comm on her belt beeped and crackled.
“Finally. Please, let that be my ride,” Hazel
grunted.
“Black Bear to Red Fox, what’s your position?”
She apologized quietly before she lowered her
hands to take the comm and answer.
“I’m at the mall. Southern gate, follow
the black smoke.” She followed the trail
of smog with her eyes while she spoke.
“Be there in eight.”
She clicked the thing behind her back and
fixed her gaze on mine once more. “Who do
you work for, Gideon?”
I winced at the sound of my name. No one had
called me that in years. Ever since I left The Keep
of Whispers to work for John Datchery’s crew, I’d
been called so many things, but never Gideon.
“Datchery,” I answered quietly.
Hazel reached out her hand for me to shake it. “Say
hello to the old man for me, will you? I’m at Wrayburn’s.”
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Janice Wrayburn. I’d heard the name a couple of times. She was a magnate on the eastern side
of the city ruins and was known to house a great number of Hybrids—Splices. I would have
worked for her if it hadn’t been for John placing a higher bid.
“Need a ride? We can drop you off at the forest.”
“That won’t be necessary, thank you.”
Hazel smiled, shameless of her fangs. “Necessity has nothing to do with it; just a kindness to the
dark angel that saved my life.”
“I’m fine, really.” I hesitated before I finished what I wanted to say. “I can fly.”
Hazel hawked. “Whoo! And Griswold sold you to Datchery?”
I averted her gaze as I faked a shallow smile. How could she make this all sound like a joke?
“I’m sorry,” Hazel corrected herself, “being sold to your next owner like a dog isn’t pretty.” She
lowered her voice and pressed her hand against my cheek. Again, I winced. “Well, something
tells me it’s a good thing you left The Keep. Is Datchery any good to you?”
“It’s alright. It’s better than it used to be, anyway,” I answered, taking her hand and gently pushing
it away from my face.
Hazel nodded her head. “I see.” Reaching for the inner pocket of her jacket, she took out a metal
flask and pressed it in my hand. “Here. A gift then, instead of a ride.”
I couldn’t help but feel the corners of my mouth curl into a smile. She was so kind to me. I
popped the cap and smelled what was in the flask. Something more alcohol than water in any
case. My eyes burned.
“Well, my ride’s here. Allow me the pleasure of watching you shoot off into the distance?” Hazel
mused and I chuckled quietly.
“What are you?” I asked, feeling like all barriers had broken down.
Hazel looked at her comm. “Well, considering my callsign to be Red Fox, I’ll tell you this, I’m not
a bat.”
I smiled.
Hazel turned on her heel, picking up her helmet from the sand when neighing horses sounded
on the other side of the ruined wall. “This is goodbye then, Gideon.”
“I suppose it is. Take care, Hazel.” I watched for several seconds while I shoved the flask into the
inner pocket of my coat. Unzipping the holes in the back, I stretched my wings and beat them
with mighty movement to lift myself into the air.
Hazel laughed, howling with joy when she watched me leave. So did I, albeit deep inside. She’d
called me an angel.
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THE HENCHMAN
The snow had forced me to seek shelter in a small settlement behind the walls of The Keep.
With the foot of the mountain ridge stretching underneath the ramshackle barricades
surrounding the handful of battle-scorched hovels, I figured a small town like this wouldn’t
cause me much trouble.
I’d been here for a couple of days now, and sneaking around in the shadows of the dwellings
made me feel like a rat in a trap, more than I’d ever felt before. There were only a few
people out and about with this weather, but even with my wings hidden underneath my
coat and cloak, going around in plain sight wasn’t worth the risk of being shot and dragged
before the Hunter’s guild.
I was aware of the bounty on my head. Having cleared the tanker a couple of weeks ago
even doubled the prize that clung to me like a festering tumor. I snatched the pamphlet,
ripping the paper where it was nailed to the wall, and sighed.
WANTED
JOHN DATCHERY’S HENCHMAN
DEAD OR ALIVE
REWARD: 2 STL PUMPKIN, 5 STL CORN & 1STL OF MIXED SEEDS
The bastards didn’t even know my name. I was simply “The Henchman”. I crumbled the
piece of paper depicting my face and dropped it. Blizzard or not, it was high time to move
on. After all, John had sent me up north for a reason; a reason other than lingering in the
smell of tea and spice over aging smoke and peppered meats.
In the light of the fading sun, hidden in a cavity behind a load of stacked-up containers, I
waited for the darkness to cover me and my black wings. Snow was piling up high as the
wind blew it against the steel silos, chasing it through the narrow cracks. When I stood up,
it slid down the leather of my coat like sand.
Wrapping my shawl around my head and face to shield myself against the wretched storm,
I stretched my wings and took flight, thanking Griswold for messing with the genes of my
predecessors enough to develop the internal compass of a bird as I sensed my way through
the storm: north.
Crossing the edge of the Red Reach, the crimson moss was already covered in snow and ice.
I didn’t mind the cold, my hybrid constitution was built to withstand ravishing temperatures,
but the touch of the lashing snow on my face was starting to burn my cheeks. Some—any
form of shelter would be nice, especially in a place like this where there were no bounties
nor Hunters chasing after me.
I made my way down closer to the ground to spot any crevice that would fit my posture.
But rather than a crack in the rocky cliffs or a hollow in the side of a hill, I found the light of
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a Maglite. “What the hell?” My voice was barely audible in the wind, even to myself.
Steering clear from a rolling snow dune, I could tell the light wasn’t moving. So I landed,
sinking deep into the snow and wading my way to the torch. “I’ll be damned,” I whispered.
That was a body in the snow, there was no mistake. Half running, half flying, I moved closer
and knelt to quickly uncover what was hidden beneath the snow.
Russet curls revealed themselves under my hands. I dug faster. A scarf, a coat, a face.
“Hazel?”
I jumped to my feet and didn’t hesitate for a single second to pick her up and keep her
close. She was cold, but as I pressed my fingers against her neck I could still feel her pulse.
“Don’t worry,” I said it as though she could hear me. “I’ll find us shelter.”
With the woman draped in my arms, I struggled to remain in the air as the wind picked up.
There was a crack, a deep crevice in the side of the cliff not far from where I soared. I made
my way quickly, crash landing just in time to prevent myself from being smashed against
the rocks in a gust of wind. If I could just maneuver myself in there and manage to place
Hazel on the ground...It wasn’t going to be comfortable but at least we were both sheltered
for the time being.
Hazel groaned quietly when I put her down. At least she hadn’t died while I carried her. “For
the love of the Gods, what happened?”
“You tell me,” I answered as I crammed myself between the walls and drew my knees up to
fit. “I found you covered in snow just now.”
Hazel stirred and narrowed her brow. With her eyes still closed, she moved her hand to
press it against her forehead and hissed. “My skin burns.”
I moved my eyes to look at her. The way her hair was draped along the sides of her face
made her pointy, furry ears as visible as her golden earrings. “What are you doing out here?”
Only now did she open her eyes. Her amber irises needed a moment to adjust to the
darkness. “Holy Mother of Machinery,” she whispered when she could finally make out my
face from the shadows, “you again?”
“I could say the same about you.” I would have if she hadn’t beaten me to it. “Care to explain
why you are out in Red Reach alone? And not dressed for a blizzard?”
Hazel struggled to roll to her side between the stone walls at her sides. Looking up, a violent
shiver shook her from head to toe before she frowned. “Wrayburn sent me north. She
wanted me to be the first to find a lost Sixsmith facility.”
“Shit.” John had ordered me the same thing. He had even told me to kill anyone I’d run
into on sight. My hand strayed to the gun behind my back in a habit of doing as told.
That Henchman title had to come from somewhere. But looking at the woman, something
prevented me from drawing and splattering her blood across the wall.
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The idea of hurting her made my heart pound in my throat. What was this feeling? Why
couldn’t I think of her being hurt? Why did I feel sorry for the fact that being as cold as she
was must have been painful enough already?
“Besides,” Hazel continued, oblivious to my train of thoughts, “it’s not like you get to say
anything about not being dressed for a blizzard. Have you seen yourself?”
I merely shrugged. “I don’t get cold.”
“Oh, really?”
“Yeah, really. I’m warm-blooded; built to withstand the cold temperatures above the clouds.”
Hazel trembled when she struggled to her feet, eyeing me and the way I had made myself fit
between the crack in the stonewall. She furrowed her brow when she must have realized I
wasn’t lying. How else could I be sitting here in nothing but my old sweater, coat, and cloak?
“I saw your face on the wanted wall,” she retorted, rather than making another snarky
remark about the way I was dressed.
“I bet you did.”
“John Datchery’s Henchman—dead or alive. Care to explain to me why that is?” She cocked
her head slightly to hide her insecurity.
I could see her aura darken, convinced her nerves were responsible for the discoloration.
“Is that the most important thing you have to worry about now?”
“I am stuck between two walls with a wanted man blocking my exit. Yes, I think this is
quite important.” Her hand rested on her gun, thumb behind the hammer and index finger
curled around the leather strap, ready to flip it loose and draw.
I grimaced and scrambled to my feet. “Last time I saw you, you weren’t so afraid of me.”
“Last time you saw me, you weren’t a wanted man.”
“Wasn’t I?” I arched an eyebrow. I’d been wanted since the day I killed Lizzy Bogden. “Listen,
if I wanted you dead, you wouldn’t be here right now.” I raised my palms in a sign of peace
and took a step back to clear the exit from between the walls.
Hazel moved her trembling hand away from the gun on her hip and wrapped her arms
around her torso as she continued to shiver. “I’m sorry,” she mumbled, “it’s just that… I’m
so damn cold.
I don’t understand why Wrayburn would send me here now. She could at least wait until
spring, couldn’t she? I mean, if I actually had fur, this snow wouldn’t bother me but, why
now? Why send me out on a search without even so much as coordinates?”
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Yeah, that was a perfectly reasonable question. A better question, however, would be why
would Wrayburn and Datchery both send someone to look for that facility?
Hazel wiped a tear from her face. “I’m sorry, Gideon. I didn’t mean to snap. I suppose that
henchman title got the best of me. It was stupid.”
She was damn right about that, but I couldn’t blame her. I figured the best I could do for
now was to give her some space. I turned and squeezed myself from between the crack in
the wall, nestling against the side of the cliff and using one of my wings to shield me against
the blizzard.
“What are you doing?” Hazel asked.
“I’m going to get some sleep. You should do the same.”
It remained silent for several seconds before I could hear her footsteps shuffle closer.
A shock jolted through my body when her fingers gently peeled away my wing and she
squeezed herself between me and the wall. My breath stopped. My heart pounded in my
throat. “What are you doing?” I gasped.
“I’m going to get some sleep.”
I was dumbstruck by her wit and ability to render me useless, moving my arms around
awkwardly. Hazel grasped my hand and wrapped it around her. “If you are indeed as warmblooded as you say you are…” she smiled, flashing her fangs and pressing herself closer.
There was nothing I could say. Instead, I folded my wing back for cover and moved carefully
to bury myself comfortably into the white blanket beneath me.
“You know, for a henchman you surely aren’t so ruthless,” Hazel yawned, closing her eyes.
She drifted off before I did, as I couldn’t help but stare at her peaceful face in the shadow
of my wing.
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HARBINGER
“Stay here while I try to get some gear for you,” I whispered as I urged Hazel to stay behind
the treeline. I had taken her back to the Reach, the rural city I guess I could call home. She
was cradled in my arms like a doll while I flew low to keep her from freezing entirely. I
rubbed my hands around hers to warm them up. “I’ll be back within the hour.”
Hazel smiled and nodded.
With a few beats of my wings, I lifted myself off the ground and flew up towards the tower
from where I knew a hatch would take me in without being seen. I figured it was best to
prevent getting any attention. Sneaking in wasn’t going to be a problem, sneaking back out
with snow gear, however…
The wood groaned when the hatch on the rooftop opened. I slid down along the metal
ladder, wings tucked in tightly until I reached the dome underneath. From here, I could slip
through the kitchens and into the pantry, where I knew another door was hidden behind
where the pigs were hung to bleed.
From the narrow corridor stretching beyond the butcher’s workshop, I scuttled to the
door into my room quickly. Pressing my hand against the handle, it was already unlocked.
Carefully, quietly, I pushed it open. “What are you doing in my room, James?” I asked when
I saw John’s son rummaging through my things. I didn’t have much, but what I had was
already spread across the floor.
James jolted from what he was doing. “Hey, Birdy,” he hawked nervously.
“I told you not to call me that.” I clenched my fists. I’d had some scruff with him in the past
for doing things behind my back while we were out on a mission. Finding him here, amidst
my stuff made the hairs on the back of my neck stand up. “What are you doing here?”
“I was looking for…” James moved his eyes around the room, searching for an excuse.
“Condoms! Damn, Birdman, you should see this girl, she is hot!”
“Have you been drinking again?”
“Who, me? Why would you think that?” His brown eyes widened in surprise. They matched
the color of his hair. The smell of his breath, however, did not match the scent of a drunk
for once.
“You are in my room. My room, searching for condoms?” I arched an eyebrow. It was most
definitely the poorest excuse he could have come up with. James knew I was anything but
popular. Both men and women rarely showed interest and if they did, it was more often to
mock me than anything else. This was the last place he’d ever find a raincoat.
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My hands trembled, itched. I would have drawn my gun if I hadn’t been in the house of
Datchery himself. If anyone found out I pulled a gun on his son, that bounty on my head
would be collected by the old man himself. But I had a bad feeling about this. I mean,
knowing myself, I was some sort of Harbinger; bringing danger and misery in my footsteps
wherever I went. Those with me were sure to find themselves in shit deeper than they
could pull themselves out of soon enough.
Instead of drawing my gun, I slid my talons from my fingers, hissing quietly at the sensation
of my skin tearing as claws and black scales pushed through. “I’m going to ask you this one
more time, James. And you better answer me straight, for I am not having your bullshit.”
James straightened his back. He was a hand’s-width shorter, but where I was bare-bones
and lean muscles, James had the build of a tank. “I would ask you the same thing. Didn’t
Father send you out on a solo mission? I could report you for insubordination, you know.”
I didn’t answer. My gaze was impenetrable as I stared at Junior, my anger rising at his
impertinence.
When James moved swiftly to run past me, I stretched out my wing to catch him and shoved
him back hard. I snatched him by his shoulders and pressed him against the wall, eyes fixed
on his. “Talk.”
“Hold up, Birdman. Father sent me here on some errands. He wanted me to see what you
were up to.” James raised his palms and groaned when I pressed the tips of my talons
through his skin.
“What were you looking for?”
“Nothing! John just wanted proof of your loyalty. If I find any seals or contracts hidden in
your room, any other than those of his, I have orders to shoot you on sight.”
At those words, I released him and retracted my talons. I shouldn’t have.
The moment James was free from my grasp and was done rolling his head between his
shoulders, he reached into his pocket and flicked a ring into my room.
“What’s this now? A ring?” he mused with a vile grin carved on his mug. “Why Gideon, whose
seal would that be?”
My heart skipped a beat. The bastard was setting me up. Some part of me wanted to snatch
the ring up and hide it, but my common sense told me not to give in to his taunt.
“Well, aren’t you curious?”
“Fuck you, James. I’m not playing. Get out of my room.”
“Oh, it’s too late for that. You know what my father will do to you now.”
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I half turned to look at the shiny ring. As my focus shifted from Junior to the silver object
on the floor, James leaped forward, wrapping his arms around my waist and slamming me
against the wall on the other side of the room. We crashed through furniture and nearly
the wall itself as James’ enhanced powers allowed him to use a force on me that left me
without air for several seconds. But I couldn’t let him get away with this clean. He was going
to pay for this.
I stretched my talons and clawed at the side of his ribs until he let me go. But the sound of
the crash had been loud and too obvious for anyone else in the building to ignore. Before I
even had a chance to deliver a proper fight, several staff members stormed into my room.
“What’s the meaning of this?” I knew that voice. It was Quartermaster Digsby’s. His workshop
was located on the other side of the hallway. So naturally, he was the first to run in at the
sound of the raucous.
James was quick to kick in some drama and dropped himself to his knees as if his wounds
actually hurt him. I knew better though. For as much as he was John’s boy, he had been
designed and fabricated as much as I was. It was a brilliant plan, really. As I stood watching,
smitten by his acting skills, he snatched the ring from the floor and held it up.
I threw myself toward him in an attempt to take the damn thing from his fingers, wrapping
him in a chokehold. But I was too late.
“I found a traitor’s seal, Mr. Digsby! Call my father!” James groaned as I flexed my arm to cut
off the oxygen going to his brain.
Digsby moved to tug James free from my grasp and took the ring, scrutinizing it and me
with a deep frown on his face. He helped James back to his feet and grabbed me by my
collar, dragging me to the other end of the corridor and into John’s office.
There, Datchery Senior sat as though waiting for me; fingers folded together and in the
company of a shadow I recognized only too well.
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CROW
“James threw the ring, I swear it isn’t mine!” I said. My voice trembled at the thought of what
would happen if John stuck to the customs set for traitors.
Digsby slammed his hand with the ring under it on John’s desk and grumbled quietly. “Get
these lads sorted,” he muttered, “they nearly crashed through the wall. Next time if they
crash into my workshop, I won’t stand for what I’ll do to them if they break anything.”
“Noted,” Datchery answered, “dismissed.” John refused to look at the object in front of him
until Digsby had left the room. Instead, his eyes went to the woman at his side. “Is it yours?”
The woman stepped from the shadows and grasped the ring with elegant fingers. She didn’t
speak,merely nodded her head when she turned back to face Senior.
“I found it underneath the carpet,” James lied, “Crowby shoved me into the wall when I
crouched to pick it up.”
I swear to the Gods, I wanted to punch that bastard silent. “I have nothing to do with that
ring.” I gritted my teeth instead.
“Enough!” John barked, “James found Wrayburn’s ring in your room, it didn’t get there by
itself!”
“Have you considered James could have put it there?” My heart throbbed in my throat. But
how could he have gotten the ring?
“I’m sorry, am I late?” A voice jingled from the doorway behind me. A very familiar voice.
When footsteps stumbled in and I turned around to look, my mouth fell open. “Oh, shit. I
guess I’m early.” Hazel’s golden eyes stared into mine. Of course. She must have given it to
him.
I followed her movements as she curled herself away from and around me and walked to
the woman next to John. “Good to see you, Janice,” she said as she planted a kiss on her
cheek. Janice. Janice Wrayburn. I started to see the pieces of the puzzle, and some puzzle it
was. I hadn’t quite figured out who worked for whom, or who gave the orders, but each of
them were connected.
“Can somebody please explain to me what is going on?” I was losing my patience.
John rose up from behind his desk and walked closer. “Care to explain to me why you are
here when I ordered you to go north?”
My eyes strayed to Hazel as she leaned against the desk and folded her arms across her
chest. “I had to pick something up,” I answered quietly, very careful not to trip over my own
wires as I knew I would set them off by answering in the first place.
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“And do you care to explain to me why Mrs. Wrayburn contacted me about a traitor in my
crew working together with one of her girls?”
“What?” I moved forward but James pulled me back hard and pressed me down onto my
knees. Pressing his knee between my shoulder blades, he knew exactly where to grab my
wings to render them useless.
“I sent you up north with the explicit order to shoot everyone you’d find near the location
on sight, didn’t I?” John’s voice got darker, heavier.
“Yes, Sir.”
The flat of Senior’s hand against my cheek left a burning sensation on my skin. I moved to
jump to my feet to retaliate, but James was quick to press his knee harder against my bones
and pull back my wings, pressing me against the floor. If I could’ve at least reached his feet,
I would have pulled him down and crushed him. But I couldn’t, and the deep grunt that
reverberated from my throat was the only sound of malcontent I could utter.
“Then why did this girl just march into my office? Why didn’t you do as I told you to and
shoot the damn lass?” John kneeled in front of me and pressed his finger under my chin to
look me in the eyes while he spoke. “Why did you work together with her?”
“I didn’t. I saved her life, that’s all.”
Hazel hawked a burst of laughter from where she stood. “All lies,” she answered. The smile
on her face was vicious, tugging at the corners of her mouth while she tried to maintain a
serious face. “You’ve been tricked, Mr. Datchery. Your man here figured he had the right to
steal my ring after he hijacked my bounties. Surely you remember the big tanker explosion
a couple of weeks ago?”
“Are you fucking kidding me? I saved your life out there!” I roared but to no avail. These
people were too willing to believe I had betrayed them. What had I done wrong?
“Pull him up,” John ordered and I felt James’ hands clasp around the stems of my wings
before he hauled me back onto my feet again.
“I suppose he was just eager to leave you, Sir. Please, don’t be too hard on him,” Hazel
added.
“Be quiet,” Mrs. Wrayburn answered, her voice almost like a song, as she gestured to her
to shut her mouth with a wave of her hand. “I suggest you make an example out of him.
Neither of us could use the reputation of having traitors in our midst and letting them get
away with it.”
She meant for me to die. She wanted to kill me, or at least have me killed for something I didn’t
even do. I was well aware of the customs of each House. Hoarders were hierarchy-centered
families that didn’t accept renegades on any level. But right now, the only renegades I could
see were Hazel and James. They were in this deeper than Senior and Wrayburn herself.
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“Why don’t you ask your son if he knows this girl?” I whispered and for a moment, I could
see John’s penetrating gaze flinch. He already knew.
“I will not see him hanged. I paid too much for him for that,” the old man said, half turning
to face Wrayburn.
“I’ll send him back to Griswold, let him sort out what to do with him.”
“No!” I screamed, “no, you can’t do that! I’m not going near The Keep ever again!” I struggled
to tear free, but James’ grasp around my wings was too damn strong. “Listen to me, they
are both lying! Hazel and James are working together!”
“Ah, so you know the girl’s name?” James mused in my ear.
“Stop! Why are you doing this to me?” I tried to reach for the knife at my thigh but John was
quick to snatch it before my hand reached it. “I have done nothing wrong! I have always
been loyal to the Datchery’s.”
“You have disobeyed a direct order!” John growled, “I say that’s traitorous enough! I will
have you shipped back to The Keep of Whispers before nightfall.” He made it sound like he
was about to box me up and send me off with the next batch of cargo. Knowing him, that
was exactly what he was planning.
“Why are you all so willing to trust her? Because of her eyes? Because she’s a girl? Godsdamnit,
John, I have worked for you since I was eleven! That’s fifteen years of loyal service. Have I
not done your dirty work since then? Have I ever disappointed you in any way?”
I could see my words were leaving an impact on the old man. He was having doubts. Good.
My eyes moved to Hazel. “And you,” my voice faltered but I continued. “Have I not saved
your life twice? Would you even be standing here if I’d left you at the tanker?”
Hazel unfolded her arms and pushed John aside with a gentle hand on his shoulder. With a
quick and silent nod, she gestured to James to let me go. “Yes, you did, sweetheart.”
Tears rolled down my cheeks. If there was one thing in this world I simply could not deal
with, it was lies—injustice. “Why are you doing this?” I whispered.
Hazel moved her head closer, her lips nearly brushing mine before she moved it to the
side and whispered in my ear, “Because you should never have shown me your weakness.
You’re a killer seeking redemption. I’m a Fox, Gideon.Not some fluffy pet, but a predator.
You should have thought of that before you showed me you cared.”
Her words were poison to my ears. She’d tricked me, made me believe she liked me, made
me believe that behind this mask of a murderer, behind this face on wanted pamphlets, I
was a good man.
It had been years since the last time I’d met with my darkness; but right now, it was no
longer stirring. It had turned into a hurricane destroying every kindness, every sympathy I’d
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ever shown for her or anyone else in its path. And I reveled in it, allowing it to take over as
I felt its soothing calm wrap me in a cocoon of warmth. I could feel the change in my eyes,
see their reflection in the window behind John’s desk, bleeding into black. My breathing
calmed, my heart rate lowered.
With both my hands, I took Hazel’s face. She gasped at the sight of me, wanted to retreat
but couldn’t as I held her tight. She knew she’d made a mistake.
My tears ran dry, my voice grew as cold as ice when I spoke. “I’m a Crow, Hazel. The only
true Harbinger of Death. You should have thought of that before you fucked me over twice.”
With a snap, I twisted her head to the side, shivering at the sound of the shattering bones
and staring at her lifeless body as she dropped to the floor.
“Hazel!” Wrayburn shrieked, “no!”
“Don’t bother sending me to Griswold,” I said, “I’ll go myself.” I turned on my heel, shoved
James to the side, and walked out. “I suggest you collect the bounty on her head, Janice.
Those seeds will probably buy you someone new.” I was sure this was going to backfire
but right now, I didn’t care. If I was to work as a mercenary, as the true Harbinger of Death,
at least I was going to do it for an honest House. And no matter how much I hated Gael
Griswold’s guts, at least he had never betrayed me.
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AS THE CROW FLIES
My reputation had become my legacy. No matter where people saw me, their first whispers
were of wanted pamphlets and the murder of an innocent girl from Wrayburn. But I knew
differently.
Wrayburn’s reputation had become significantly more angelic. She was almost hailed as a
saint when she collected Hazel’s bounty, the one she’d kept secret from everybody else, and
donated it to an impoverished research center to help combat a sickness that was spreading
across children.
John and James Datchery continued to be the owners of the largest House of Hoarders, west
of the city ruins. James was promoted to Curator and was now in charge of all the tech
artifacts his crew brought in. If anything had happened to their reputation, it was that it had
grown stronger into a, “do not mess with them”. Word about my departure to Griswold’s
Keep of Whispers was interpreted as a display of power. But I knew differently. It was a sign
of weakness.
Gael welcomed me back with open arms, but also with watchful eyes. He explained how he
always knew my time with the Datchery’s would be finite, and that he was shocked to hear
the words ‘traitor’ now tied to my name. When I asked why he sent me off to them in the first
place, he, however, did not answer.
Instead, he gave me a tour through his refurbished facility, his new lab, where he was working
on the construction of a new hybrid species. One that would be strong and stable enough to
withstand the strength and wit of artificial intelligence: a Singularian. A lot had happened in
the fifteen years I was gone.
But even with open arms, Gael appeared to be planning more than he was telling me. Because
when he took me to his office, he was adamant in how it was forbidden to peek behind the
curtain between his desk and the wall behind it.
Of course, I complied.
Gael placed himself on his shabby, leather-upholstered chair and folded his arms across his
chest. His dark skin contrasted with the light colors of his camouflaged field coat. “We are
close, Crowby, so very close.”
I cringed at the name he used, as even my last name suddenly felt like something from the
past. “Close to what?” I asked, waiting for the gesture that allowed me to sit down, too, and
ignoring the knot in my stomach. None of this felt right. I’d expected Gael to reprimand me.
To demand at least some sort of payment for how I’d left John Datchery and smeared the
reputation of my kind, despite none of it being true.
For a second, Gael closed his eyes before he looked back at me. “I’m running out of resources,
Crowby.”
“It’s Crow now.” Fuck it. My voice was dry and rid of any emotion. If this was me starting anew,
I might as well use the new name I’d decided to give myself.
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Gael chuckled but quickly pulled his face back to seriousness. “There aren’t many like you left.”
“What does that mean?” I stretched one of my wings over the backrest of the chair I sat on.
“There were only ten successful Hybrids born naturally. You were one of them. The girl you
murdered was another. My daughter, also one, is harboring the final seven.”
I remained silent, awaiting Gael’s explanation as to why this was relevant.
A faint smile tugged at the corners of the old man’s mouth when he leaned forward and propped
his chin on his fist. “Your DNA, theirs, is unique. It’s pure, untarnished, like a blueprint. I need it
if I want the program to continue.”
“Are you asking me for a blood sample?”
“Oh, no. This cannot be done with mere blood.” His face tightened as though he’d taken a bite of
a lemon and was trying to keep a straight face. “I need living tissue, lots of it. And I must admit,
I’d rather not slice you up. Nor my daughter for that matter.”
Bingo! There it was; the reason he’d welcomed me without any repercussion of the legacy I’d
left behind at the Datchery’s. “Ah, I see. You are asking me to kill, or at least bring in the others.”
Gael just smiled and watched me rise to my feet. When he leaned back again, he reached for
the drawer in the side of his desk and rummaged around. “Crow,” he said after several seconds.
I turned to look at him before I left, and Gael Griswold threw me a ring, another seal.
“I heard you got involved in a little indiscretion.”
“You heard wrong.” I caught it and looked at it. “But I get the point.” This was how I could buy
myself into the safe zone again, how Gael would make the bounty on my head disappear like
snow before the sun.
“Bring me the seven Hybrids in Glasha’s protection and I will consider your debt repaid.”
With a firm nod, I complied once again and turned to leave.
“Oh, and Crow, If you fail I will be forced to take my samples from you.”
“Understood.” Of course, I understood. It was kill or be killed, easy as that. It was how things had
worked for as long as I could remember.
Gael’s face relaxed. “Straight at it and back, my friend; as the crow flies. Don’t fail.”
I smiled at how I’d learned that these words actually meant that he cared about me, and I
couldn’t help but feel the weight of them press down on my shoulders. After Hazel’s death, I
had truly considered bettering myself. To stop killing all the same. But now Gael was forcing me
back into the life I was bred for but didn’t want any longer.
Perhaps if I’d clear this job…
I convinced myself that this would be the last one,the last before I’d get my shit together and
leave.
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EMBRACE THY TALONS
And that’s the all of it. My journey from nowhere to here; another state of in-between. A
place between places, as for someone like me there will never be a place to stay. A true bird
of passage.
I’ve been trying hard to make sense of what matters to me, but also to find a way to talk
about the things that haunt me.
Everything I told you is true. From the first time I decided to care, to the last time I decided
not to. From the first time I found comfort in the dark, to the last time I chose to let it save
the most fragile part of me I’m only too reluctant to admit I have. Was it love that made me
accept my darkness? Possibly. Even likely. But I’m not sure.
Sometimes I have flashes of memories from moments when I thought I was happy. But
today, I realized that happiness is something I’m not designed to experience. Through years
and years of genetic enhancements, I was designed to be a killer. Any emotion I felt was
collateral damage.
Looking back, my choice to fall for Hazel was a simple act of kindness. To myself, sure,
because I decided I deserved to try it at least. You might even call it selfish, as this decision
ultimately got her killed. She bit off more than she could chew, but there I was; falling in love
with her, the idea of her, and I crafted a truth that allowed me to feel appreciated, happy.
As a wise man once said, “The man who lies to himself and listens to his own lies, comes
to a point where he cannot distinguish the truth within him or around him. He will lose all
respect for himself and for others. And having no respect, he ceases to love.” Then again, I
guess I am not a good man. Nor am I human.
Yes, my intentions have always been good, but it’s common knowledge that good intentions
are the mother of all fuck-ups. In this world, this ruined world with Splice, and humans, and
cyborgs, Singularians, whatever. I think I simply found what moved me; albeit in a way that
nearly got me killed, and tried to live up to it. Tried and failed… miserably.
But I know trying to cast aside the reputation of a hired killer doesn’t make me a number
one friend. And there’s a chance I will never escape that path either.
This isn’t a confession. his is a warning. If you are looking for a confession, hear this;
despite telling me I shouldn’t, I looked behind the curtain in Gael Griswold’s office when he
wasn’t there. I shouldn’t have, but I did. I beheld the horrors of what Griswold was up to; the
face of his future and that of humanity.
Human.
Humane.
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Humane.
It’s all a blur now. Humanity means being human. Being human means having
compassion and being humane about the decisions you make in life. I guess, being a
Hybrid, that doesn’t go for either me or Griswold, but the choices the old man has made…
they make me sick to my stomach.
I found his glass jugs of formaldehyde. I’ve seen the cadavers of horrid creatures grown
from human children. He’s building creatures more deadly than me. Where I have the
mind of a killer, these creatures grow inside the body of one.
I found it strange to see the logic behind the different types. Some had claws, some had
fangs. Some had wings, like me, and others were bred with scales and horns, or gills.
Disgusting. These creatures weren’t random.
Gael had a plan. And although I do not know
what exactly he was building with the DNA
I delivered him, seeing those jugs, those
display cabinets filled with taxidermied pieces of
Hybrid abominations can’t be much good.
He is building an army. Maybe
he fears all that can stop this
program of his.
He fears me. Perhaps he
plans to kill me. I guess the owl
sees in his son a falcon.
I wipe my hands down the
sides of my thighs. The blood
of five severed heads rolling
into a bag before me stains the
leather. I fucking hate that man.
It’s the first time my heart and
mind meet each other on the
same frequency. I look at the
bag, disgusted by what’s in it,
disgusted by how I’ve allowed
Griswold to push me into doing
this once again.
This is it. The next blood on my hands
will be his—Gael Griswold’s.
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Linked to a synthetic body made to look as human as possible, Sovren was the most lethal weapon mankind
ever created. The fact that he wasn't human bothered no one. At least, not until his unit formed a hive mind that
drove mankind to the edge of extinction.
Four centuries after the apocalypse, Sovren is the only one left of his kind. Hunted down by what remains of
humanity, he finds himself battered and broken in a cave with no memory of what happened the day of the
cataclysm. But with an old archenemy rising and leaving his mark on the population through wicked science
experiments, Sovren realizes he is suddenly far from the least human creation walking the earth. The world is
torn between becoming machines or becoming monsters, and Sovren is at the center of a war where his entire
existence may become the key to lasting peace... and the survival of the human race.
Set to recover his memories before doing anything else, Sovren meets strange and intriguing people along the
way. Humans seeking to become Splices, Splices looking for what it means to be human, old A.I. systems that
wish to come back into existence once more, and his own creator's worst enemy, all help put the pieces to the
puzzle back together; unraveling the secrets that have turned the world into the post-apocalyptic warzone it is
today.
Each month, a new volume of stories and illustrations will take you through one of these puzzle pieces. It is up to
you to connect the dots, put the pieces together and discover the secrets with Sovren and his crew by your side.
Available in both e-book and paperback format, subscribing to the books will also unlock exclusive collector's
items, behind-the-scenes footage, and much, much more.
Event Horizon contains the first 3 booksof Season 1:
The Synthetic Equation
Ramifications of the Mind
Birds of a Feather
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